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Abstract 

In this thesis, we introduce some new notions in the derived category D+(fg)(R) of 

bounded below chain complexes of finite type over local commutative noetherian 

ring R with maximal ideal m and residue field K in chapter three and study their 

relations to each other. Also, we set up the Adams spectral sequence for chain 

complexes in D+(r9) (R) in chapter four and study its convergence. 

To accomplish this task, we give two background chapters. We give some good 

account of chain complexes in chapter one. We review some basic homological 

algebra and give definition and basic properties of chain complexes. Then we study 

the homotopy category of chain complexes and we end chapter one with section 

about spectral sequences. 

Chapter two is about the derived category of a commutative ring. Section one 

is about localization of categories and left and right fractions. Then in section two, 

we give definition of triangulated categories and some of its basic properties and we 

end section two with definitions of homotopy limits and colimits. In section three, 

we show that the derived category is a triangulated category. In section four, we 

give definitions of the derived functors, the derived tensor product and the derived 

Horn. 

In chapter three, we start section one by giving some facts about local rings 

and we end this section by showing that every bounded below chain complex of 

finite type has a minimal free resolution. In section two, we show a derived analog 

of the Whitehead Theorem. In section three, we construct Postnikov towers for 

chain complexes. In section four, we define the Steenrod algebra. In section five, 

six and seven, we define irreducible, atomic, minimal atomic, no mod m detectable 

homology, H*-monogenic, nuclear chain complexes and the core of a chain complex. 

We show some various results relating these notions to each other and give some 

examples. 

In chapter four, we set up the Adams spectral sequence in section one and study 

its properties. In section two, we study homology localization and local homol- 

ogy. In section three, we define K[O]-nilpotent completion and we show that the 
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Adams spectral sequence for a chain complex Y converges strongly to the homology 

of the K[O]-nilpotent completion of Y. In section four, we study the Adams spec- 

tral sequence's convergence where we show that the K[O]-nilpotent completion for 

a bounded chain complex Y consisting of finitely generated free R-modules in each 

degree is isomorphic to the localization of Y with respect to the H*(-, K)-theory. 

In section five, we present some examples. 
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Chapter 1 

Chain Complexes 

In this chapter, we state and define some basic notions that are necessary for under- 

standing what comes later. We give some preliminaries on chain complexes where 

the main references for these basic materials are [33], [30] and [19]. We start in 

section one by recalling some facts from commutative ring theory and basic notions 

of homological algebra. In section two, we give the definition of chain complexes and 

basic properties of them and then the definition of the category of chain complexes. 

In section three, we give the definition of the homotopy category of chain complexes 

and its some basic properties. In section four, we give the definition of spectral 

sequences and explain the convergence of spectral sequences. 

Throughout this chapter and the following chapters, let R be an arbitrary com- 

mutative ring with identity. 

1.1 Basic Homological Algebra 

In this section, we review some basic definitions and facts from homological algebra 

and commutative ring theory. The main references for this section are [21], [30], [23] 

and [19]. 

Definition I. I. I. An R-module Al is free if it is a sum of copies of R. 

Definition 1.1.2. An R-module P is called projective if in each diagram of R- 

7 
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modules of the following form 

P 
h If 

M 
9ýN 0 

with g an epimorphism, then there exists h: P --> M such that gh = f. 

The following result is proved in [19, Lemma 5.4]. 

Lemma 1.1.3. Every free R-module is projective. 
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Definition 1.1.4. An R-module E is injective if for every R-module N and every 

submodule M of N, every f: M --) E can be extended to a map g: N -f E. The 

diagram is 

E 
f 

0D Mý-N 

Definition 1.1.5. An R-module F is flat if the functor F OR -: R-mod --ý 
R-mod where R-mod is the category of R-modules is exact. 

The proof of the following result is in [30, Corollary 3.46]. 

Lemma 1.1.6. Every Projective R-module is flat. 

Definition 1.1.7. A free (projective) resolution of an R-module M is an exact 

sequence 
... _> 

4n 

- 
Pn_1 

... - > 
PO All 

-- 
0 

in which each Pn, is a free (projective) module. 

A proof of the following theorem is in [30, Theorem 3.8] 

Theorem 1.1.8. Every an R-module M has a free (projective) resolution. 

Definition 1.1.9. An injective resolution of an R-module M is an exact sequence 

0-M > Eo DEi -ý... __ En--E+i ý... 

in which each E' is an injective R-module. 
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The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 3.28]. 

Theorem 1.1.10. Every an R-module M has an injective resolution. 

If we suppress M from a projective resolution for M, then we get a deleted 

projrctive resolution for M. Similarly, if we suppress M from an injective resolution 

for M, then we get a deleted injective resolution for M. 

The following theorem is proved in [19, Theorem 6.3]. 

Theorem 1.1.11. The following properties of an R-module P are equivalent. 

(i) P is projective. 

(ii) For each epimorphism f: M-)N, 

ft : HomR(P, M) -* HomR(P, N) 

is an epimorphism. 

(iii) If 

O>L >-M >-N 0 

is a short exact sequence, so is 

0, HomR(P, L) -> HomR(P, M) , HomR(P, N) > 0. 

(iv) Every short exact sequence 

0 L-> M ýP-}0 

splits. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 3.16]. 

Theorem 1.1.12. An R-module E is injective if and only if the functor HomR(-, E) 

is exact. 

The following important result is proved in [30, Theorem 3.6]. 

Theorem 1.1.13. Let M be a finitely generated R-module. If f: 
-Al' -- )M is 

surjective, then f is also injective, and is thus an automorphism of Al. 
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Definition 1.1.14. R is noetherian if every ideal is finitely generated. 

The following theorem is proved in [30, Theorem 4.1]. 

Theorem 1.1.15. R is noetherian if and only if every submodule of a finitely gen- 

erated R-module M is also finitely generated. 

The proof of the following lemma is straightforward. 

Lemma 1.1.16. Let 

Xf X' 
hi 

9 

h'1 

Y>Y' 
be a commutative diagram of R-modules. If f is an epimorphism and It = 0, then 

h' = 0. If g is a monomorphism and ta' = 0, then h=0. 

Before we end this section, we give the definition of Hopf algebra and some results 

which we will need later. 

Definition 1.1.17. An algebra over R is a graded R-module A together with ho- 

momorphisms of graded R-modules 0: A OR A --> A and 71: R -) A such that the 

following diagrams 

A®ßA®RA 
id 00 

A(DRA 
¢®idl 

A®RA ¢ 

and 

A®RRid®lJ A®RAýgid R®RA 
I 

id 

Iý 

id 

I 

AAA 
are commutative. The homomorphism 0 is called the product of the algebra A and 

rt is called the unit of A. The algebra A is commutative if the following diagram 

A®RA > A®ßA 
X 

A 
is commutative where r is the twist homomorphism such that for aE Ap and bE Aq, 

-r (a (D b) = (- 1)neb ® a. 
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Definition 1.1.18. If A is an algebra over R, a left A-module is a graded R-module 

N together with a A-action, that is, a homomorphism ON :A OR N -+ N of graded 

R-modules such that the following diagrams 

A ®R A ®R Nid®4N A ®R N 
¢®id I ON 

W 
A(DRN ON 

ý- N 

R®RN '®'d - A®RN 

ýN 

N 

are commutative. 

Definition 1.1.19. A coalgebra over R is a graded R-module A together with ho- 

momorphisms of graded R-modules 0: A -) A ®R A and c: A -p R such that the 

following diagrams 

A V, A®RA . 

A®RA 
id 67P A®RA®RA 

and 

A ®R RFd®E A OR A E®ia R OR A 

id 

1i 

id 
Ac A- A 

are commutative. The homomorphism 0 is called the coproduct of the coalgebra A 

and e is called the counit of A. The coalgebra A is cocommutative if the following 

diagram 

A®RA A®RA 
ZVI 

A 
is commutative. 

Definition 1.1.20. If A is a coalgebra over R, a left A-comodule is a graded R- 

module N with a A-coaction, that is, a liomomorphismN :N) A®RN of graded 
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R-modules such that the following diagrams 

N ON A OR N 
VIN tPoid 

A®RN'd®ýG>A®RA®RN 

A ®R N E®la R ®R N 

'ýGN 
N 

are commutative. 
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Definition 1.1.21. A bialgebra A over R is an algebra and a coalgebra over R, such 

that the coproduct and the counit are both algebra homomorphisms. Equivalently, 

one may require that the product and the unit of the algebra both be coalgebra ho- 

momorphisms. The compatibility conditions can also be expressed by the following 

commutative diagrams: 

R id 
\17 

A 

A®RA A> A®RA 

A®RA®RA®RA is®T®sa AoRAORA®RA 

A®RA A 

E®E 

R®RR=LLLýýýR 

R=R®RR 

A ', A®RA 

Definition 1.1.22. A Hopf algebra is a bialgebra A over R together with a R- 

module homomorphism c: A -) A, called the antipode, such that the following 
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diagram 

A OR A egid ,A OR A 

-6 71 

ni A-R- 
I 

id ®c 

I 

A®RA > A®RA 

is commutative. 
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If A is a graded R-module, we denote by A* the graded R-module such that 

An = Homß(A, II). If f: A -ý B is a homomorphism of graded R-modules, 

then f*: B* ) A* is the homomorphism of graded R-modules such that fn = 

Hom(f, id). 

A graded R-module A is of finite type if each An is a finitely generated R-module. 

It is projective if each An is projective. 

Theorem 1.1.23. Suppose that A is a graded R-module which is projective of finite 

type, then 

(1) 0: A ®n A ---> A is a product in A if and only if 0*: A* > A* OR A* is a 

coproduct in A*, 

(K) 77: R -) A is a unit for the product 0 if and only if 71*: A* ) R* =R is a 

counit for the coproduct 0*, 

(iii) (A, 0,77) is an algebra if and only if (A*, is a coalgebra, 

(iv) the algebra (A, O, ii) is commutative if and only if the coalgebra (A*, q*, rt*) is 

cocommutative. 

For the proof of the above theorem, see [23, Proposition 3.1]. 

Theorem 1.1.24. Suppose (A, 0, rt) is an algebra over R such that the graded R- 

module A is projective of finite type. If N is a graded R-module which is projective 

of finite type, then ON :A OR N -* N defines the structure of a left A-module on 

N if and only if ON.: N* A* OR N* defines the structure of a left A*-comodule 

on N*. 
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For the proof of the above theorem, see [23, Proposition 3.2]. 

Theorem 1.1.25. If A is a graded projective R-module of finite type, then (A, q5,77) 0, E, c) 

is a Hopf algebra with product cb, coproduct 0, unit 77, counit E and antipode c if and 

only if (A*,, O*, E*, c*) is a Hopf algebra with product 0*, coproduct q5*, unit e*, 

counit 71* and antipode c*. 

For the proof of the above theorem, see [23, Proposition 4.8]. 

1.2 Definition and Elementary Properties of Chain 

Complexes 

In this section, we present several basic definitions and basic properties of chain 

complexes. The main references for this section are [30] and [33]. 

Definition 1.2.1. A chain complex Y. of R-modules is a sequence of R-modules 

and R-module maps 

d�+1 d� 
Y* = ... ) Yn+1 > Yn > Yn_1 

where nEZ and d,, dn+l =0 for all n. The maps d7z are called the differentials. 

The elements of Ker do are called n-cycles, denoted Z,, (I *) = Z7 and the elements 

of Imd7z+l are called n-boundaries, denoted Bn(Y*) = Bn. Note that the condition 

dnd,, +l =0 means Im d,, +l C Ker dn. So 

0CBnCZ�CYY 

for all n. The nth homology module of Y. is 

Hn, (Y*) = Zn/Bn. 

Definition 1.2.2. Dually, a cochain complex Y* of R-modules is a sequence of 

R-modules and R-module maps 

y* = yn-1 
d-i 

yn 4 
yn+1 
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where nEZ and d,, dn_1 =0 for all n. The elements of Ker d,, are called n-cocycles, 

denoted Zn(Y*) = Z" and the elements of Im d,, 
_1 are called n-coboundaries, de- 

noted B" (Y*) = BI. Note that the condition dndn_1 =0 means lm d,, 
-, C Kerdn. 

So 

0CB"CZnCYn 

for all n. The nth cohomology module of Y* is 

H'b(Y*) = Z"/B". 

Throughout this chapter and the following chapters, we will omit the subscript 

and superscript and write Y for Y* and Y*. 

The chain complex Y is called exact at Y,, if Zn, = B, that is, H,, (Y) = 0. If 

Hn(Y) =0 for each n, we say that Y is acyclic. 

Definition 1.2.3. We say that a chain complex Y is connective if HA(Y) =0 for all 

i<0. 

Definition 1.2.4. We say that a chain complex Y is of finite type if it has finitely 

generated homology in each degree. 

Definition 1.2.5. Let M and N be R-modules. Then 

Torn (M, N) = Hn(Phf OR N) = Hn(M OR QN), 

where PM is a deleted projective resolution of M and QN is a deleted projective 

resolution of N. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 8.7]. 

Theorem 1.2.6. If F is flat, then Torn (F, N) =0 for all n>1 and all R-modules 

N and similarly in the other variable. 

Definition 1.2.7. Let M and N be R-modules. Then 

Ext' (M, N) = H'(HomR(M, EN)) = H'1(HomR(PAf, N)), 

where EN is a deleted injective resolution of N and P, &I is a deleted projective 

resolution of M. 
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The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 7.6] 
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Theorem 1.2.8. If N is an injective R-module, then Ext' (M, N) =0 for all R- 

modules M and all n>1. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 7.7] 

Theorem 1.2.9. If M is projective R-module, then Extn (M, N) =0 for all R- 

modules N and all n>1. 

Now consider a field k and two commutative k-algebras A and B. Let A®kB = C. 

Then we have the following important result which is proved in [8, Theorem XI 3.1]. 

Theorem 1.2.10. Assume that A and B are noetherian. If M is finitely A-generated 

and M' is finitely B-generated, then there is an isomorphism 

ExtÄ(M, N) ®k Ext" (M`, N') -> ExtC q(M ®k M', N ®k N') 

Definition 1.2.11. Let X and Y be chain complexes. Then a chain map f: X --> 
Y is a sequence of maps fn: Xn -) Y,, such that the following diagram commutes 

' .. Xn+1 do+l 
Xn d 

fn+l1 fn1 
Ifn_1 

Yn+l 
d-ý 

Yn dtt > Yn-1 ... 
n+l 

Definition 1.2.12. A sequence of chain complexes 

0X >Y 9-Z >0 

is said to be a short exact sequence if the sequences of modules 

0 Xn f"> Yn- gn D'- Zn-> 0 

are exact for every neZ. 

Definition 1.2.13. If Y is a chain complex and n is an integer, we define the 

n-skeleton, YNnN, to be the subcomplex of Y such that 

1Y2 ifi<n, 

10 ifi>n. 
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It is clear that H2(Y[n)) = H=(Y) for i<n and Hi(Y[']) =0 if i>n. Also we 

can form the chain complex Y[n] as follows: 

(Y [n])_ = Yn+i 

with differential (-l)7 d. We call Y[n] the nth translation of Y. We see that 

H2 (Y [n]) = H, +i (Y) 

Also, we define nth translation on any chain map f: X -f Y by 

f, +:. 

Definition 1.2.14. Let M be an R-module and nEZ be a fixed integer. If we 

regard M as the nth term and all other terms 0, then this is a chain complex 

concentrated in degree n, written M[-n]. 

Definition 1.2.15. A chain map f: X --> Y is called a q-isomorphism if the maps 

f* : H, a (X) -* HT, (Y) are all isomorphisms. 

Definition 1.2.16. A projective resolution of a chain complex Y is a q-isomorphism 

P -- pY such that each P2 is a projective R-module. 

Definition 1.2.17. An injective resolution of a chain complex Y is a q-isomorphism 

Y ---> I such that each I2 is an injective R-module. 

Definition 1.2.18. A double complex (or bicomplex) is a bigraded R-module Y= 

{Yp, q} with maps dh : Yp, q --> Yp_1, q and d" : Yp, q Yp, 9_1 such that 

dhdh= dvdv = dvdh + dhdv = 0. 

It is pictured as a lattice 

dh dh 
E Yp-1, 

q+1 <d Yp, 
q+1 

Yp+1, 
q+1 

d"1 

dh 

d'1 

h 

d"1 

d Yp-1, 
q { Yp, 

q ' Yp+l, 
q 'E 

dh 

dt1 dv1 

dh 

dvj 

E Yp-1, 
q-1 4 Yp, 

q-1 
Yp+I, 

q-1 ý- ... 

WW 
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The first two conditions dl`dh = d"d" =0 say that each row and each column is a 

chain complex. 

Definition 1.2.19. If Y is a double complex, its total complex TotG(Y) is the chain 

complex defined by 

Tot®(Y)n =®l;, 9 
p+q=n 

with differential 

dn, : Tot®(Y) -) Tot®(Y).,, 
_1 

given by d= dh + d". Also, we have the total complex Tote (Y) which is defined by 

Tot11(Y)n = 11 Yp, v 
P+4=n 

with differential 

do : Tot11(Y)n, -> Tot'1 (Y)n_1 

given by d= dh + d". 

The following lemma is proved in [30, Lemma 11.14). 

Lemma 1.2.20. If Y is a double complex, then both Tot® (Y) and TotIl (Y) are 

chain complexes. 

Remark 1.2.21. A big commutative diagram whose rows and columns are chain 

complexes can be modified by a simple sign change to be a double complex. Let 

Y be a bigraded module with maps dh and d". Assume that dhdh = d"d" =0 and 

the diagram commutes. If d,, 
q : 

Yp, q Yp, q-1 is replaced by d' 
q= 

(-1)pdP, 
q, then 

(Y, dh, d") is a double complex. 

Definition 1.2.22. Let X and Y be chain complexes of R-modules. We form 

the double complex X®Y= {Xn OR Yq} using the Remark 1.2.21, that is, with 

horizontal differentials d 01 and vertical differentials (- 1)' ® d. X 0Y is called the 

tensor product double complex, and Tot® (X ® Y) is called the (total) tensor product 

chain complex of X and Y. 

The following result is proved in [33, Theorem 3.6.3]. 
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Theorem 1.2.23 (Künneth formula for complexes). Let X and Y be chain 

complexes of R-modules. If X,, and d(Xn) are flat for each n, then there is an exact 

sequence 

0)® HE(X) OR Hq(Y) -- f Hn(Tot®(X ®Y)) 
p+q=n 

-® TorR(Hp(X ), Hq(Y)) -) 0. 
p+q=n-1 

for each n. 

Definition 1.2.24. Let X and Y be chain complexes. First we convert Y into a 

cochain complex Y with Ys = Y_s. We form the double cochain complex 

Hom(X, Y) = {HomR(Xp, Yq)} 

using Remark 1.2.21. That is, if f: Xp -ý yq, then we define the horizontal 

differential d' f: Xp+l 3 Yq by (dh f) (x) = f(dx), and we define the vertical 

differential d° f: Xp . Yq+l by (d" f) (x) = (_ 1)p+9+ld(f x) for xE Xp. Hom(X, Y) 

is called the Hom double complex, and Tot11 (Hom(X, Y)) is called the (total) Hom 

cochain complex. Note that we can reindex Tot11(Hom(X, Y)) to obtain (total) Hom 

chain complex. 

The following theorem is proved in [33, Theorem 3.6.5]. 

Theorem 1.2.25 (Universal Coefficient Theorem for Cohomology). Let X 

be a chain complex of projective R-modules such that each d(XR) is also projective. 

Then for every n and every R-module M, there is an exact sequence 

0 -* Extk(Hn_1(X), M) --> HT(HomR(X, M)) ---> Homß(HH(X), M) )0. 

Next we define the mapping cone and mapping cylinder of a chain map. 

Definition 1.2.26. Let f: X -3 Y be a chain map. The mapping cone of f is 

the chain complex cone(f) whose degree n part is Xn_1® Yn. The differential in 

cone(f) is given by the formula 

d(x, y) = (-dx(x), dY(y) -f (x)) 
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where xEX, z_1 and yEY. That is, the differential is given by the matrix 

-dx 0 

-f dy 

The following result is proved in [33, Corollary 1.5.4]. 

Lemma 1.2.27. A map f: X -) Y is a q-isomorphism if and only if the mapping 

cone chain complex cone(f) is exact. 

For every chain map f: X --º Y, there is an exact sequence 

0 >Y>cone(f) °> X[-1)-3.0 

where the left map sends y to (0, y) and the right map sends (x, y) to -x. 

Definition 1.2.28. Let f: X -p Y be a chain map. The mapping cylinder of f is 

the chain complex cyl(f) whose degree n part is X,, ®X�_1® Y. The differential 

in cyl(f) is given by the formula 

d(xi, x2, y) _ (dx(xi) + x2) -dx(x2), dy(y) -f (x2))" 

That is the differential is given by the matrix 

dX idx 0 

0 -dx 0 

0 -f dY 

The following result is proved in [33, Lemma 1.5.6]. 

Lemma 1.2.29. The subcomplex of elements (0,0, y) is isomorphic to Y and the 

corresponding inclusion a: Y --> cyl(f) is a q-isomorphism. 

Notice that the subcomplex of elements (x, 0,0) in cyl(f) is isomorphic to X, and 

the quotient cyl(f )/X is the mapping cone of f. Therefore we have the following 

exact sequence of chain complexes 

0X cyl(f) , cone(f) ' 0. 

There is a category of chain complexes of R-modules, denoted Ch(R), where the 

objects are chain complexes and morphisms are chain maps. 

A proof of the following theorem can be found in [33, Theorem 1.2.3]. 
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Theorem 1.2.30. The category Ch(R) of chain complexes of R-modules is an 

abelian category. 

A chain complex Y is called bounded if Yn =0 unless a<n<b, bounded above if 

there is a bound b such that Y, =0 for all n>b and bounded below if there is a bound 

a such that Y,, =0 for all n<a. The bounded, bounded above and bounded below 

chain complexes form full subcategories of Ch(R) and are denoted Chb(R), Ch_(R) 

and Ch+(R), respectively. Denote the subcategory of non-negative complexes Y, 

Y,, =0 for all n<0, by Ch>o(R). 

We define the translation functor T: Ch(R) -f Ch(R) on any object X by 

T (X) = X[-11 and on any morphism f: X -i Y by T (f) =f [-11. It is clear that 

T is an automorphism and its inverse T-' is defined by T-1(X) =X [1]. 

The following theorem is one of the fundamental results on chain complexes and 

it is proved in [30, Theorem 6.31. 

Theorem 1.2.31. If 

0-ýX Y-p -->- Z> 

is short exact sequence of chain complexes, then there is a long exact sequence of 

modules 

-3Hn(y)_P*- Hn(Z) 0>-Hn-1(X) '*> H,, 
-, 

(Y) 

where the map ö: H, a(Z) -fH, i_1(X) is called the connecting homomorphism. 

Let A and B be two abelian categories. We say that A has enough projectives 

if for every object A of A there is a surjection P-)A with P projective. We say 

that A has enough injectives if for every object A in A there is an injection A -f I 

with I injective. 

Let F: A -f B be a right exact functor. If A has enough projectives, we can 

construct the left derived functors LZF (i > 0) of F as follows. If A is an object of 

A, choose a projective resolution P ---3 A and define 

LiF(A) = H=(F(P)). 
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Note that since 

F(P1)--fF(Po)-pF(A)-p0 

is exact, we always have LoF(A) F(A). A is said to be left F-acyclic if L,, F(A) = 
0 for all n>1. 

Let F: A -> B be a left exact functor. If A has enough injectives, we can 

construct the right derived functors R1F (i > 0) of F as follows. If A is an object 

of A, choose an injective resolution A -f I and define 

R'F(A) = H'(F(I)). 

Note that since 

0-) F(A) -f F(I°) - F(I1) 

is exact, we always have R°F(A) ^' F(A). A is said to be right F-acyclic if R`F(A) = 
0 for all n>1. 

1.3 The Homotopy Category of Chain Complexes 

In this section, we give the definition of the homotopy category of chain complexes 

and present some of its properties. The main reference for this section is [33]. 

Definition 1.3.1. If f: X -) Y is a chain map, then f is null homotopic if there 

are maps s,,: X,, -) Yn+i 

do 1_ d 
... -> 

Xn+1 X. } Xn-1 
-ý ... 

Sn 
lf-- 

Sn-1 

-ý Yn+l 
do+i 

Yn d Yn-1 -> ... 

such that 

f= dys+sdx. 

Let G be the set of all maps in Homch(R)(X, Y) which are null homotopic. 

Lemma 1.3.2. The set G is a subgroup of Homch(R)(X, Y). 
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Proof. It is clear that the zero map is in G. Let f, g be null homotopic maps. 

By Definition 1.3.1, there are maps s: X-) Y[1] and t: X-) Y[1] such that 

f= dys + sdx and g= dyt + tdx. Then 

f+g=dy(s+t)+(s+t)dx. 

That is, f+g is null homotopic. Also, -f= dy(-s) + (-s)dx, that is, -f is null 

homotopic. Hence, G is a subgroup. Q 

Definition 1.3.3. If f and g are chain maps X -* Y, then we say that f and g 

are chain homotopic, written f ^ý g, if f-gEG, that is, if 

f -g=dys+sdx. 

Next we show that - is an equivalence relation on HomCh(R) (X, Y). It is clear 

that it is reflexive and symmetric. Assume that f 
-- g and g ^ý h. Then there 

are maps s: X -> Y[1] and t: X --* Y[1] such that f-g= dys + sdx and 

g-h= dyt + tdy. So 

f-h= dy(s + t) + (s + t)dx. 

That is, f ^ý h and it follows that ^- is transitive. Hence, is an equivalence 

relation 

Lemma 1.3.4. Let X, Y and Z be chain complexes. Let f: X -i Y and g: Y --3 
Z be two chain maps. If either f or g is null homotopic, then gf is null homotopic. 

Proof. Assume that f is null homotopic. Then there exists s: X --f Y(11 such that 

f= dys + sdx. Therefore, 

gf= gdys + gsdY = dzgs + gsdx 

where gs: X -> Z[11. This implies that gf is null homotopic. Now assume that 

g is null homotopic. Then there exists t: Y -f Z[1] such that g= dzt + tdy. 

Therefore, 

gf=dztf+tdyf=dztf+tfdx 

where tf :X --> Z[1]. This implies that gf is null homotopic. Q 
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Let 

HomK(R) (X, Y) = Homch(n) (X, Y)/G. 

This is an abelian group of classes of homotopic maps between X and Y. Let X, Y 

and Z be chain complexes. By Lemma 1.3.4, the composition map 

Homch(R) (Y, Z) x Homch(R) (X, Y) -* Homch(R) (X, Z) 

induces a biadditive map 

HomK(R) (Y, Z) x HomK(R) (X, Y) --f HomK(R) (X, Z). 

Let K(R) be the quotient category of Ch(R) whose objects are chain complexes 

and morphisms are classes of homotopic maps, that is, HomK(R)(X, Y) for every 

pair of objects X and Y. K(R) is called the homotopy category of chain complexes. 

We define Kb(R), K_(R) and K+(R) to be the full subcategories of K(R) cor- 

responding to the full subcategories Chb(R), Ch_(R) and Ch+(R) of bounded, 

bounded above and bounded below chain complexes. 

The zero object in K(R) is the zero object in Ch(R). For every pair of objects 

in K(R), we define their direct sum as the direct sum in Ch(R). Therefore, we have 

the following result. 

Theorem 1.3.5. The categorij K(R) is an additive category. 

The following result is proved in [33, Lemma 1.4.5]. 

Lemma 1.3.6. If f and g are homotopic chain maps X -) Y, then they induce 

the same maps Hn(X) ---' H,, (Y). 

It follows by the above lemma that if f: X -f Y is a q-isomorphism and 

g: X- -f Y is homotopic to f, then g is also a q-isomorphism. Therefore, we 

say that a morphism in K(R) is a q-isomorphism if all of its representatives are 

q-isomorphisms. 

Remark 1.3.7. Let X and Y be chain complexes. If we reindex Y as a cochain 

complex and form the total Hom cochain complex Totn (Hom(X, Y)), then an n- 

cocycle f is a sequence of maps fn : Xn -> Y"-P such that fpd = (-1)ndfn+l, 
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that is, a morphism of chain complexes from X to the translate Y[-n] of Y. An 

n-coboundary is a morphism f that is null homotopic. Thus, 

H" Totn (Hom(X, Y)) = HomK(R) (X, Y[-n]). 

Lemma 1.3.8. If Y is a chain complex, then there is a natural isomorphism 

Hn(Y) - HomK(R)(R[-n], Y). 

Proof. Let [f] E HomK(R)(R[-n], Y). Then f (1) E Y,, and d(f (1)) = 0. So f (1) E 

Z,, (Y). Therefore, there is a map 

0: HomK(R) (R[-n], Y) -> Hn (Y) 

defined by q([f]) =f (1) + B�(Y). We claim that 0 is well defined. Assume that 

f ý-- g. Then there exists s: R[-n] -* Y [1] such that f-g= ds + sd by Definition 

1.3.3. So f (1) - g(1) = d(y) where y= s(1). That is, f (1) - g(1) E Bn(Y). Thus, 

f (1) + Bn(Y) = g(1) + B,, (Y). Hence, 0 is well defined. We show that 0 is one to 

one. Suppose that [f], [g]: R[-n] Y such that q5([f]) = cb([g]). We claim that f 

is homotopic to g. We have ci([f]) = di([g]). Then f (1) + B,, (Y) = g(1) + Bn(Y), 

that is, f (1) - g(1) + Bn(Y) = Bn(Y). Therefore, there exists yE Yn+l such that 

d(y) =f (1) - g(1). Let hn :R-) Yn+l defined by 1a)y. We extend hn trivially 

to have a homotopy h. Hence, f ^- g. Nov let E H�(Y). Choose f: R -> Yn such 

that 1Hy. This induces the map f: R[-n] -+ Y. Thus, for each E H,,, (Y) 

there exists a morphism [f} E HomK(R) (R[-n], Y) such that 0([f]) = Y. It is clear 

that 0 is a homomorphism of R-modules. Therefore, Hn(Y) = HomK(R)(R[-n], Y). 

Note that if f: X -* Y, then it is clear that the following diagram 

HomK(R)(R[-n], X) Hn(X) 

y 
HomK(R)(R[-n], Y) 

is commutative. Hence, there is a natural isomorphism 

H,, (Y) HomK(R)(R[-n], Y). 0 
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Lemma 1.3.9. Let f: X -f Y be a map of chain complexes. Then the following 

statements are equivalent. 

(i) f is null homotopic. 

(ii) T (f) is null hornotopic. 

Proof. Assume that f is null homotopic. Then there are maps s,,: Xn Yn, +l 

such that f= dys + sdx. Now note that 

+1 n +2 n+1 7'ýfýn+1 = fn = Sn + Sn-1dl = -d(y)Sn+l - SndT(X). 

for all n. Thus, T(f) is null homotopic. Similarly, we can prove the converse. 0 

Therefore, Lemma 1.3.9 implies that the translation functor T: Ch(R) 

Ch(R) induces an automorphism of K(R). We call T again the translation functor 

of K(R). 

1.4 Spectral Sequences 

In this section, we give the definition of spectral sequences and explain the conver- 

gence of spectral sequences. The main references for this section are [6], [22], [33] 

and [30] 

Definition 1.4.1. A homology spectral sequence in the category R-mod of R- 

modules consists of the following data: 

(i) A family {Ep 
q} of R-modules for all integers p, q and r>1. 

(ii) R-maps 

dß, 9' 
Er 

P, v ; Fp-T, 9+r-1 

that are differentials in the sense that drdr = 0. 

(iii) Isomorphisms between En Q1 and the homology of E,,,, at the spot En 
q: 

EP 91 = Ker(p, 
q)/ 

Im(d+r, 
v-r+l)" 
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There is a category of homology spectral sequences. A morphism f: E-; E 

is a family of R-maps fp 
q: 

EP' 
q 

Ep 
9 

for all r of bidegree (0,0) such that f' 

commutes with the differentials, that is, fT dT = d' f' and each fp'q l is induced by 

fp, 
q on homology. 

Definition 1.4.2. A cohomology spectral sequence in the category R-mod of R- 

modules consists of the following data: 

(i) A family {EP°q} of R-modules for all integers p, q and r>1. 

(ii) R-maps 

dP, 9: E'P, 9 ý, 'P+r, 4-r+l 
rrr 

that are differentials in the sense that drdr = 0. 

(iii) Isomorphisms between Ep+1 and the homology of E, *, * at the spot Ep, 4: 

E +1 ' Ker(dp, 4ýý Im(dn-r, 9+T-iý. 

There is a category of cohomology spectral sequences. A morphism f: E --> E 

is a family of R-maps f p°q : Ep' --ý Er 9 for all r of bidegree (0,0) such that fr 

commutes with the differentials, that is, frdr = dr f, and each fp+l is induced by 

f p, q on homology. 

A filtration of a graded R-module G is 

cFs_1G7zcF5GncFs+, G,, c... cGn 

for each n. The filtration is exhaustive if Gn = USFG,, for each n and it is Hausdorff 

if n3FSG,, =0 for each n. It is complete if G, t =1ims G1z/FSGn for each n. 

Definition 1.4.3. Given a homology spectral sequence {Ert, dr :r> 1} and a 

filtered graded R-module G, we say that the spectral sequence 

(i) converges weakly to G if the filtration is exhaustive and we have isomorphisms 

E0 = FSG,, +t/Fs_1G, +t for all s and t; 

(ii) converges to G if (i) holds and the filtration of G is Hausdorff; 
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(iii) converges strongly to G if (i) holds and the filtration of G is complete and 

Hausdorff. 

The following theorem is proved in [33, Comparison Theorem 5.2.12] 

Theorem 1.4.4 (Comparison Theorem). Let Ep 
q and Bp 

,q 
be two spectral se- 

quences converge strongly to H* and H*, respectively. Suppose given a map h: H* -f 
H* compatible with a morphism f: E -f E of spectral sequences, that is, h maps 

F, H, a to Fp1Yn and the associated maps FpHn/FF_1H,, -f FpHn/Fp_1H,, correspond 

to Ep 
Q -* 

EP 9. If fI: Ep, 
q 

Ep, 
q 

is an isomorphism for all p and q and some r, 

then fl: Ep 
q 

Ep 
q 

is an isomorphism for all r<s< oo and h* : H,, TI,, is 

an isomorphism. 

Definition 1.4.5. Let D and E denote R-modules (which are bigraded in the rele- 

vant cases) and let i: D -3 D, j: D-)E and k: E-)D be module homomor- 

phisms. We present these data as in the diagram: 

D -D 

E 

and call {D, E, i, j, k} an exact couple if this diagram is exact, that is, Imi = Ker j, 

Ir nj = Ker k and Im k= Ker i. 

Nov we have the following important result which is proved in [33, Proposition 

5.9.2]. 

Theorem 1.4.6. An exact couple in which i, j and Ic have bidegrees (1, -1), (0,0) 

and (-1,0) determines a homology spectral sequence {Est, d'' :r> 1}. 

The following dual result is proved in [22, Theorem 2.8]. 

Theorem 1.4.7. An exact couple in which i, j and k have bidegrees (-1,1), (0,0) 

and (1,0) determines a cohomology spectral sequence {EE, ', d,.: r> 1}. 

A useful presentation of exact couples is the following unrolled exact couple 

E$, * ES-ý, * 
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The following important result is proved in [22, Corollary 2.10] 

Lemma 1.4.8. For r>1, there is an exact sequence 

0 --> DS°*/ Ker(ir : Ds, * -_* Ds-T°*) + iDs+l, * - ET+i -p 

Im(ir : Ds+r+1, * _) Ds+1, *) n Ker(i: Ds+1, * _) Ds, *) ) 0. 

Let D°°, * = limn{Ds, *, i} and D-°°°* = colims{Ds, *, i}. Both D°°'* and D_co, * 

have a decreasing filtration given by 

FSDOO, * = Ker(D°°°* -) Ds'*) 

and 

FSD-°°, * = Im(Ds * -_* Dc*). 

These two filtrations have the following properties which are proved in [22, Propo- 

sition 3.16]. 

Lemma 1.4.9. For an exact couple, the filtration F on the limit D°°, * is Hausdorff 

and complete. The filtration F on the colimit D-', * is exhaustive. 

Definition 1.4.10. The spectral sequence associated to an exact couple 

{Ds'*, Es, *, i, j, k} 

is said to be conditionally convergent to the colimit D-', * if 

D°° *= lim{DS'*, i} _ {O} = lime{Ds°*, i}. 
8S 

We say the spectral sequence conditionally convergent to the limit Doo, * if D-', * = 

{o} 

The following important theorem and its corollary are proved in [22, Theorem 

3.19]. 

Theorem 1.4.11. Suppose {Ds'*, Es, *, i, j, k} is an exact couple satisfying Es, * _ 
{0} for all s<0. Suppose further that the associated spectral sequence converges 

conditionally to D-°°, *. Then the spectral sequence converges strongly to D-', * if 

and only if limb E;, * _ {0} for all s. 
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Corollary 1.4.12. Suppose {Ds°*, Es, *, i, j, k} is an exact couple satisfying Es, * = 
{0} for all s<0. Suppose further that D°°, * = 0. Then the spectral sequence 

converges to D-°°°* if and only if limb E,, * = {0} for all s. 

The following result is in [6, Theorem 7.4]. 

Theorem 1.4.13. Suppose {Ds, *, Es, *, i, j, k} is an exact couple satisfying Es, * = 
{0} for all s<0. Suppose further that the associated spectral sequence converges 

conditionally to D°°, *. Then the spectral sequence converges strongly to Doo, * if and 

only if liml,. Es, * = {0} for all s. 

Definition 1.4.14. A Cartan-Eilenberg resolution of a chain complex Y is an upper 

half-plane double complex P consisting of projective R-modules together with a 

chain map e: P, t, o -i Y such that for each n, 

(i) 

0< Y< Pno< Pn, lý 

(ii) 

0E Z. (Y)- Z.. (P0)-Zn. (P1)-z ... , 

(iii) 
0B (Y) ,B (pp) , B,, (Pi) { ... , 

and 

(iv) 

0S H�(Y) < HH(Po) < HTZ(P1) 

are projective resolutions. 

Note that Tot®(P) -> Y is a q-isomorphism [33, Exercise 5.7.1]. 

The following result is proved in [33, Lemma 5.7.2]. 

Lemma 1.4.15. Every chain complex Y of R-modules has a Cartan-Eilenberg res- 

olution. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 11.341. 
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Theorem 1.4.16 (Künneth Spectral Sequence). Let X and Y be non-negative 

chain complexes with X flat. Then there is a strongly convergent first quadrant 

spectral sequence 

=® Tore (H8(X ), Ht(Y)) Hp+a(Tot®(X 0 Y))" p, q E2 
s+t=q 

The dual result for cohomology, see [30, Theorem 11.341, is the following. 

Theorem 1.4.17 (Künneth Spectral Sequence). Let X and Y be non-negative 

chain complexes. If either X is projective or Y is injective, there is a strongly 

convergent first quadrant spectral sequence 

E2, a =® ExtR(HS(X), Ht (Y)) Hn+9(Totn (Hom(X, Y)))" 

s+t=q 
Theorem 1.4.18 (Universal Coefficient Spectral Sequence). Let X be non- 

negative chain complex of projective R-modules and M an R-module. Then there is 

a strongly convergent first quadrant spectral sequence 

E'9 = Ext' (Hq(X), M) Hp+q(HomR(X, M). 

Proof. Let M -> I be an injective resolution. Consider the first quadrant double 

cochain complex Hom(X, I). Since Xp is projective, 

Hq(Totn(Hom(X, I))) = HofR(Xp, Hq(I)). 

Therefore, the first spectral sequence has 

0 ifq>0, 
a 

HP(HomR(X, M)) if q=0. 

It follows that this spectral sequence collapses to yield HP(Totn (Hom(X, I))) = 

HP(Homß(X, M)). Since Iq is injective, 

Hq(Hom(X, P)) = HomR(HQ(X)) In) 

So the second spectral sequence has 

rrE2°q =EX tR(Hq(X), lvi). 

Hence, there is a strongly convergent first quadrant spectral sequence 

E2,4 = ExtR(H9(X), M) H' (Hone (X, iII)). O 
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A filtration F of a chain complex Y is an ordered family of chain subcomplexes 

-9Fp_, YCFpYC""" 

of Y. The filtration F is called bounded if for each n, there are integers s<t such 

that FSY,, =0 and FtYY = Y. The filtration F is called stupid if 

(FpY)n =0 
forn>p, 

Y,, forn<p. 

The following result is important and is proved in [33, Theorem 5.5.1]. 

Theorem 1.4.19. Let Y be a chain complex. Suppose that the filtration on Y is 

bounded. Then there is an associated spectral sequence with 

Ep, 
v = Hp+q(FpYI Fp-lY) 

converging strongly to H*(Y). 

Moreover, the following result is important and is proved in [22, Theorem 3.5]. 

Theorem 1.4.20. Let 0: X -f Y be a chain map respecting the filtration, that is, 

q(FnX) C FnY for each n. Then ¢ induces a morphism of the associated spec- 

tral sequences. If for some n, din: En(X) --) En(Y) is an isomorphism, then 

Or: Er(X) ) Er(Y) is an isomorphism for all r, n<r< oo. If the filtrations are 

bounded, then 0 induces an isomorphism 0*: H*(X) -) H,, (Y). 



Chapter 2 

The Derived Category of a 

Commutative Ring 

In this chapter, we give some preliminaries on triangulated categories and the derived 

category of a commutative ring where the main references of this chapter are [131, [33] 

and [25]. In section one, -we give the definition of localizations and the left and right 

fractions. In section two, we define triangulated categories and present some of its 

elementary properties. In section three, we show that the derived category is a 

triangulated category. In section four, we give definitions of the derived functors, 

the derived tensor product and the derived Hom. 

2.1 Localization and the Fractions 

In this section, we define the derived category and give the definition of the left and 

right fractions. The main references for this section are [13] and [33]. 

Definition 2.1.1. If S is a collection of morphisms in a category C, then a local- 

ization of C with respect to S is a category S-1C and a functor q: C ---> S-1C with 

the following properties: 

(i) q(s) is an isomorphism in S-1C for every sES. 

(ii) Any functor F: C -- * C' such that F(s) is an isomorphism for all sES can 

be factorized uniquely through q. That is, we have the following commutative 

33 
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diagram. 

C QýS-1C 

F 

C, 
It follows that the category S-'C is unique up to equivalence. 

The following theorem is proved in [13, Theorem 111.2.1]. 

Theorem 2.1.2. Let A be an abelian category, Ch(A) the category of chain com- 

plexes over A. There exists a category D(A) and a functor q: Ch(A) -* D(A) 

with the following properties. 

(a) q(f) is an isomorphism for any q-isomorphism f. 

(b) Any functor F: Ch(A) --> V transforming q-isomorphisms into isomor- 

phisras can be uniquely factorized through D(A), that is, there exists a unique 

functor G: D(A) ---) D with F= Gq. 

The category D(A) is called the derived category of the . chain complexes of A. In 

particular, if A is the category of R-modules, then we get D(R) the derived category 

of the commutative ring R. 

The problem is that morphisms in D(A) are just formal expressions of the form 

Sn 
I fn 

... S2 
1f2S1 lfl 

where fz are morphisms in Ch(A) and si are q-isomorphisms. To work with such 

expression we need to simplify it and so we need the following definition. 

Definition 2.1.3. A collection S of morphisms in a category C is called a multi- 

plicative system in C if the following conditions are satisfied: 

(i) S is closed under composition, that is st ES for any s, tES whenever the 

composition is defined and idx ES for any object XEC 

(ii) (Ore condition) for any f in C, sES, there exist g in C, tES such that the 

following diagram 

W 9> Z 

eý 
f 

ýs 

.YýY 
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is commutative. Moreover, the symmetric statement is also valid, that is the 

following diagram 

W< 9Z 

tI j TS X- Y 
is commutative. 

(iii) (Cancellation) Let f, g be two morphisms from X to Y, then the following two 

conditions are equivalent: 

(a) sf = sg for some sES with source Y. 

(b) ft= gt for some tES with target X. 

2.1.1 The Left and Right Fractions 

In this subsection, we give the definitions of the left and right fractions. Let C be a 

category and Sa collection of morphisms in C. 

We call a chain in C of the form 

fs-1 :XES Xl fey 

a left fraction if s is in S. We say that f s-1 is equivalent to 

XFt X2 9>Y 

if there exists a fraction 

x< X3->y 

fitting into a commutative diagram in C of the form 

X1 

YIN X4 X3 

`\W/y 

X2 
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Next we show that the above relation is an equivalence relation. It is obvious that 

it is reflexive and symmetric. Now we show that it is transitive. Assume that 

X{S X'-ýY 

is equivalent to 

X<t X" -9 Y 

and 

XEt Xit 9 _Y 

equivalent to 

X 14 eilY 

That is we have the following commutative diagrams 

X' 

xl`\ý 
\thý 

/ 
Xu 

X" 
"pl 

XE Z" -ý Y 

\. il X" 

with s, t, u, sr, tp all belonging to S. We claim that there is a commutative diagram 

Z"' >Y 

, \ý�il Z 'e 
/// X 

with sq E S. Using Ore condition, we get the following commutative diagram 

1V" Z' 
jsr 

Zug tp 
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where vES. Notice that the two morphisms fl by and f2 = pk from W to 

X" satisfy to =t f2. Therefore the cancellation condition says that there exists 

a morphism w: Z"' -* W where wES such that flw = few. Now putting 

q= 7-vw : Z' -> X' and j= ikw: Z"' -f X", we see that 

sq = srvw = tpkw = uikw = uj 

and 

fq=f rvw = ghvw = gpkw = eikw = ej. 

Therefore we get the following commutative diagram 

X' 
s1 

L' 
q1 

x< Z"' >Y 
"-\jl 

z'ý, 

X"' 

Now we define the composition of equivalence classes of left fractions. Let 

X -z8 XI f>Y 

be a left fraction between X and Y and 

Yty, 9}Z 

a left fraction between Y and Z. Then using Ore condition, there exist an object U 

and morphisms u: U -- X' in S and to :U -+ Y' such that 

U Y' 9ýZ 

s 

uý 

f 

It 

Xý X' Y 

is a commutative diagram. It follows that 

X su u gh Z 

is a left fraction between X and Z. We show that the equivalence class of the 

composite is independent of the choice of X' and Y. Let 

Xz X" f' Y 
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be a left fraction equivalent to 

X<s X' f 
>Y. 

That is, there exist an object V and morphisms v: V --ý X' and v': V --f X" such 

that the following diagram 

Y' 1 

/ vý 
\f 

X ýý< VyY 

X" 
is commutative and sv = s'v' is in S. Using Ore condition, there exists an object U' 

and morphisms u': U' -* X" in S and h': U' -ý Y' such that the following diagram 

U' Y' 

X X" -Y 

is commutative. It follows that 

Xý U' gh'' Z 

is a left fraction between X and Z. Using Ore condition, we see that there exists an 

object IV, a morphism w: W -f V in S and a morphism a: W -* U such that the 

following diagram 

WaU 
wl u1 

Vv XF 

is commutative. Using Ore condition again, we see that there exists an object W', 

a morphism w: W' -f V in S and a morphism a': W' - U' such that the following 

diagram 

wi u11 

V X// 
is commutative. Using Ore condition for the third time, we see that there exists an 

object C and morphisms c: C --> TV and c': C -* W' in S such that the following 
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diagram 

CC). W 
cl wY 

V W, W, 

is commutative. Note that 

suac = svwc = s'v'w'c = s'u'a'c' 

is in S since s'v', w' and c' are in S. But 

thac = fuac = fvwc = f'v'w'c = f'ü äc= th'ä c'. 

Therefore, using the cancellation condition, we see that there exists an object M 

and a morphism m: M-C in S such that 

hacm = h'a'c'm. 

Let b= acm : All -U and b' = a'c'm :M -> U. Then we have that 

sub = suacm = s'ü a'c'm = s'ü b' 

is in S and ghb = gh'b'. That is the following diagram 

U 
su bý 

gh 

XE MZ 
V 

Igh' 

U' 

is commutative. Hence, the equivalence class of the composite is independent of the 

choice of X' and similarly we can verify that the composite is independent of the 

choice of Y'. Therefore, we have defined a product of the sets of equivalence classes 

of left fractions between X and Y and equivalence classes of left fractions between 

Y and Z into the set of equivalence classes of left fractions between X and Z. Nov 

we show that the composition of equivalence classes of left fractions is associative. 
Consider the following left fractions 

X: 5 X' fY 
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Y<` Y' g}Z 

Z<ý` Z' h' 147 

Using Ore condition three times, we see that we have the following commutative 

diagram 

M° *Y b' ý. Z`h DW 
ei 

a' 

bi 

9 

uW 

UýY'9Z 

S 
al 

f 
ti 

x ýX, > Y. 
in which a, b and c are in S. Note that the composition of the first two left fractions 

is represented by 

XSu 
ga, 

Z 

and its composition with the third left fraction is represented by 

Xýsac m hb 'c' 
W. 

While the composition of the last two left fractions is represented by 

Yýib V>W 

and its composition with the first left fraction is represented by 

X _sac M hb'c' W 

Hence, the composite is associative. Next we prove that 

x id x id >x 

is the identity morphism. Denote the above left fraction by idx. Consider the 

following left fraction between X and Y. 

X<s X' Y. 

Thus, the following commutative diagram 

X, iaX, f>Y 

id 
SAY 

id 
si 

X-X X 
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implies that f s-' idx =f s-1. Similarly, the following commutative diagram 

W' X id X 

t 

id I9 id] 

WC W'->X 
implies that idx gt-1 = gt-1 where 

Wt W' 9>X 

is a left fraction between W and X. Hence, idx is the identity morphism. 

We define a right fraction between X and Y to be a chain of the form 

s-lf :Xf-YI-E 

Similarly, we define a relation on right fractions as follows. We say that s-' f is 

equivalent to 

x9 y2<t Y 

if there exists a fraction 

X> Y3< 

fitting into a commutative diagram in C of the form 

yi 
/1\ 

X ý's Y 

Y2 

Similarly, we can show that the above relation is an equivalence relation. 

The following important result is proved in [13, Lemma III. 2.8]. 

Theorem 2.1.4. Let S be a multiplicative system in a category C. Then the category 

S-1C can be described as follows. S-1C has the same objects as C and Homs-ic(X, Y) 

is the family of equivalence classes of left fractions between X and Y. The universal 

functor q: C S-1C sends f: XY to X= X, Y 

Remark 2.1.5. S-1C can be constructed using equivalence classes of right fractions. 
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The following result is proved in [33, Corollary 10.3.11]. 

Lemma 2.1.6. If C is an additive category, then so is S-1C and q is an additive 

functor 

2.2 Triangulated Categories 

In this section, we present the axioms and basic properties of triangulated categories. 

The main references for this section are [25] and [33]. 

Definition 2.2.1. A triangle in some category of complexes (K(A), D(A), """) 

where A is an abelian category is a diagram of the form 

Xýyý2-ýX[-1]. 

Definition 2.2.2. A triangle of the form 

X-Y cone(u) a}X [-1] 

is called a strict triangle on u. 

Definition 2.2.3. We say that a triangle 

Xu > yv ý, ZWX[-1J 

is distinguished if it is isomorphic to a strict triangle on u': X' -- ) Y' in the sense 

that there is a commutative diagram of the form 

x->yýz>x[-1] 
fý 

1 
hi 

X' y' Vi > cone(u') 

where f, g and h are isomorphisms in the corresponding category. 

Definition 2.2.4. Let C be an additive category. We say that C is a triangulated 

category if it is equipped with an automorphism T: C ---) C called the translation 

functor and with a class of triangles called distinguished triangles which are subject 

to the following four axioms: 
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(TR1) (a) Every morphism XuY can be completed to a distinguished triangle 

x U33 -Yv Zw > TX. 

(b) Any triangle isomorphic to a distinguished one is itself distinguished. 

(c) The triangle 

X idýX 
- >0 >TX 

is a distinguished triangle. 

(TR2) A triangle 

x ": y vZ wTX 

is distinguished if and only if the triangle 

Y"Z1, v , TX -T'D TY 

is distinguished. 

(TR3) For any diagram of the form 

X ý`-Y-Z w>TX 
f1 91 

fri 

X' "ý D Y' "ý Z' w TX' 

where the rows are distinguished triangles and the first square is commutative, 

there is a morphism h: Z -f Z', not necessarily unique, which makes the 

diagram 

X U>Y.... Z. TX 
fý h 

ýTf 

xý uf -Y,. > Z/ * TX' 

commutative. 

(TR4) (The octahedral axiom). Let f: X -) Y and g: Y --> Y' be two composable 

morphisms. Let us be given distinguished triangles 

Xf `Y Z >TX 

X 9f' Y' ' Z'-3 TX 
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Y 9>Y' 'Y"QTY 

Then we can complete this to a commutative diagram 

XfYZ >TX 
idý 

9f 

91 
1 lid 

X Y' Z' TX 

0 Y" Y1, 

I 

0 

1 Tf III TX > TY > TZ > T2X 

where the first and second row and second column are given three distinguished 

triangles, and every row and column in the diagram is a distinguished triangle. 

The following important theorem is proved in [33, Proposition 10.2.4]. 

Theorem 2.2.5. K(R) is a triangulated category. 

The following result is in [33, Corollary 10.2.5]. 

Corollary 2.2.6. Let C be a full subcategory of Ch(R) and k its corresponding quo- 

tient category. Suppose that C is an additive category and is closed under translation 

and the formation of mapping cones. Then IC is a triangulated category. 

Therefore, we deduce from Corollary 2.2.6 that Kb(R), K_(R) and K+(R) are 

triangulated categories. 

2.2.1 Basic Properties of Triangulated Categories 

We present some elementary properties of triangulated categories. We start by 

giving the following result. 

Lemma 2.2.7. Let C be a triangulated category with a translation functor T. If 

X uY "> Z w>TX 

is a distinguished triangle in C, then the composites vu, wv and Tuw are zero. 
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Proof. Consider the following diagram 

X id> X '-0--TX 
id 

11 
u1 

XuY "Z w TX 

Then by (TR3), we can complete the diagram to get the following commutative 

diagram 

X id X'0' TX 
id 

j 
-I 

I lid 

X "' Y- "> Z "''TX 

and now we see that vu = 0. Also from the above and axiom (TR2) we deduce that 

wv =0 and Tuw = 0.0 

Definition 2.2.8. Let C be a triangulated category with a translation functor T. 

Let A be an abelian category. An additive functor H: C -ý A is called homological 

if for every distinguished triangle 

X u'Y ,Z '>iJ, 

the sequence 

H(X) H(") H(Y) II(V) H(Z) H(w) H(TX) 

is exact in the abelian category A. 

Definition 2.2.9. Let C be a triangulated category with a translation functor T. 

Let A be an abelian category. An additive functor H: C -f A is called cohomological 

if for every distinguished triangle 

x IL yZW TX, 

the sequence 

H(v) H(u) H(w) 
H(Z), H(Y)-H(X)}H(T- 1 X) 

is exact in the abelian category A. 

The following lemma is proved in [25, Lemma 1.1.10]. 
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Lemma 2.2.10. Let C be a triangulated category. Let W be an object of C. Then 

the functor Home (W, -) is homological. 

The following lemma is proved in [25, Remark 1.1.11]. 

Lemma 2.2.11. Let C be a triangulated category. Let W be an object of C. Then 

the functor Home(-, IV) is cohomological. 

Now consider the triangulated category K(R) and the chain complex R[-n]. 

Then for any distinguished triangle 

xUYv zw x[-1], 

the sequence 

... -f HomK(R) (R[-n], X) u* HomK(R) (R[-n], Y) 

HomK(R)(R[-n], Z) HomK(R)(R[-n], X[-1]) --} 

is exact. Using Lemma 1.3.8, we have the following result. 

Corollary 2.2.12. If 

x u>y vZ W X[-1] 

is a distinguished triangle, then the following homology sequence 

>- HH(X) u*, HA(Y) v* H�(Z) w., Hn, 
-1(X) -} ... 

is exact. 

Lemma 2.2.13. Let f: X -f Y be a morphism in K(R). Then the following 

conditions are equivalent. 

(i) The morphism f is a q-isomorphism. 

(ii) The cone of f is acyclic. 

Proof. Consider the following distinguished triangle 

Xf `Y -- cone(f) 3. X[-1]. 
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By Corollary 2.2.12, we have the following long exact sequence of homology 

.. : H', (X) --f-, - H�(Y) D Hn(cone(. )) > H_1(X) 

Since f is a q-isomorphism, f, is an isomorphism. Thus, H,, (cone(f )) =0 for each 

n. Hence, cone(f) is acyclic. Nov assume that cone(f) is acyclic. From the above 

long exact sequence of homology 

""", Hn+l(cone(f))- H�(X) f}D H�(Y) H�(cone(f)) 

we deduce that f* is an isomorphism, that is, f is a q-isomorphism. Q 

Remark 2.2.14. Lemma 2.2.13 also holds if we replace K(R) by any of its full 

subcategories Kb(R), K_(R) and K+(R) of bounded, bounded above and bounded 

below chain complexes of R-modules. 

Lemma 2.2.15. (Five Lemma) Let C be a triangulated category with a translation 

functor T. Consider the following diagram 

X -Y Z-BTX 
fl 9I hi ITf 

X' YI e Z' TX' 

where the rows are distinguished triangles. If f and g are isomorphisms in C, then 

so is h. 

Proof. Assume that f and g are isomorphisms. Nov consider the following diagram 

Home (Z', Y) >- Home (Z', Z) > Homy (Z', TX) 

ý. ý h. 1 Tf, 1 
? Home (Z', Y') D Home (Z', Z') Homc (Z', TX') -> 

We see that the diagram is commutative and the rows are exact by Lemma 2.2.10. 

Also, f, g, T f, and Tg* are isomorphisms. Then the Five Lemma implies that h* 

is an isomorphism. Therefore, there exists a: Z` -> Z such that h* (a) = ha = idz,. 

Also, consider the following diagram 

""> Home (TX', Z) - Homc(Z', Z) > Homc (Y', Z) 

Tf*1 h*1 g*1 D- Homc(TX, Z), Home (Z, Z) -Homc(Y, Z) - """ 
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We see that the diagram is commutative and the rows are exact by Lemma 2.2.11. 

Also, f *, g*, Tf*, and Tg* are isomorphisms. By the Five Lemma, h* is an isomor- 

phism. Therefore, there exists b: Z' -f Z such that h*(b) = bh = ide. Thus, 

b= b(ha) = (bla)a = a. 

Hence, It is an isomorphism. 11 

Lemma 2.2.16. Every distinguished triangle, in a triangulated category C with a 

translation functor T, is determined up to isomorphism by any of its morphisms. 

Proof. Let u: X --ý Y be given. By (TR1), u can be completed to a triangle. Nov 

let 

XUýY výZ w TX 

and 

XY v', Z, v'DTx 

be two distinguished triangles completing u. Therefore, we have the following dia- 

gram 

XýY v>Z BTX 
id1 id1 

lid 

X">YD Z'ýDTX 

By (TR3), this diagram can be completed to have 

X1Y vZ w-TX 
idI id 

j, 
hi 

jid 

X">Y">Z'-ý-TX 

But id: X -> X and id: Y -f Y are isomorphisms. Nov Lemma 2.2.15 implies 

that h is an isomorphism. Thus, Z is well defined up to isomorphism. 0 

Remark 2.2.17. Let C be a triangulated category with translation functor T. Sup- 

pose we have a distinguished triangle 

X"y v`Z W TX, 

and a factoring of the identity on X as 

X u' Y ur }X 
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Then we have a canonical isomorphism Y=X®Z. This is easily seen by the 

following diagram 

X- ">Y"D Zw DTX 
id hi id id 

XýX ®Z eZ -3- TX 

where h is clearly an isomorphism by the Five Lemma. 

Remark 2.2.18. Let C be a triangulated category with a translation functor T. 

Suppose that we have the following distinguished triangle 

X aB. Y ryý Z ýTX 

and a morphism a: Y --f W such that the composite a, ß is zero. Then there 

exists a morphism ä: Z -> W such that a= äy. For we have the following exact 

sequence 

Homc(TX, W) --+ Homo(Z, W) * Homc(Y, W) Homc(X, W) 

and if /3*(a) = 0, then there exists äE Homc (Z, W) such that -y* (a) = a. Dually, 

given the same distinguished triangle and a morphism a: IV --> Y such that the 

composite 'ya = 0, there exists a morphism ä: W -* X such that /3c = a. 

2.2.2 Homotopy Limits and Colimits 

In this subsection, we define the notions of homotopy limit and homotopy colimit. 

Definition 2.2.19. Suppose that C is a triangulated category with a translation 

functor T and assume that countable products exist in C. Let 

30 3i3zX, 
t 

X2 -E 

be a sequence of objects and morphisms in C. The homotopy limit of the sequence, 

denoted holim= X=, is by definition given up to non-canonical isomorphism by the 

following distinguished triangle 

holimi Xi - fli>o Xi 1-9 rli>o Xi TT holimi Xi 

where g is induced by the maps j1, j27 .... 
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Definition 2.2.20. Suppose that C is a triangulated category with a translation 

functor T and assume that countable coproducts exist in C. Let 

71 32 93 
ýl'p T xi x2 

be a sequence of objects and morphisms in C. The homotopy colimit of the sequence, 

denoted hocolim2 Xz, is by definition given up to non-canonical isomorphism by the 

following distinguished triangle 

TT 1-shift 
11i>o Xi ` Ui>o Xi > hocolimi Xi T Ji>o Xi 

where the shift map is the direct sum of jz+l : X= -) X=+i 

The following result is proved in [25, Lemma 1.6.5]. 

Lemma 2.2.21. If we have two sequences 

Xo } Xi ý X2 ... 

and 

YO )- yl - y2 - ... 

then non-canonically 

hocolim{X2 ®Y} = {hocolimXi} ® {hocolimY}. 
i 

The following result is proved in [25, Lemma 1.6.7]. 

Lemma 2.2.22. Let 

Xp 0_ X1 D X2 

be a sequence. Then the homotopy colimit of this sequence is 0. 

The following result is proved in [25, Lemma 1.7.1]. 

Proposition 2.2.23. Let 

Xo )- Xl ý X2 ... 

be a sequence. Suppose we take any increasing sequence of integers 

0C 
o< 21 < i2 3C... 
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Then we can form the subsequence 

xio ) Xt1 _3 X=2 -} ... 

Then the two sequences have isomorphic homotopy colimits. 

Definition 2.2.24. Let 

X2 Xi Xo 

be a sequence. We say that this sequence is pro-zero if for each r, there exists s>r 

such that Xs --> X, is zero. 

It follows that if a sequence is pro-zero, then its homotopy limit is 0. 

The following result is proved in [25, Proposition 1.6.8]. 

Proposition 2.2.25. Let e: X -> X be ideenpotent, that is, e2 = e. Then there 

are morphisms 0 and 0 

X ý-Y 
>X 

with 00 = idy and 00 = c. Moreover, 

Yhocolim(X -X -* X- """). 

2.3 The Derived Category 

In this section, we show that the derived category D(R) is a triangulated category. 

The main references for this section are [13] and [33]. 

Proposition 2.3.1. If S is the collection of q-isomorphisms in K(R), then S is 

multiplicative system. 

Proof. Assume that S is the collection of q-isomorphisms in K(R). We show that 

S is multiplicative system. Axiom (i) is obvious. Now we show Ore condition. 

Let f: X -- )Y and s: Z -i Y be given. Using (TR1), form the following 

distinguished triangle 

Z)u: 
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Also, embed uf: X -* C into the distinguished triangle 

IV `max >C 

By (TR3), there is a morphism g such that the diagram 

WAX>C "-W[-1] 

9i 
if 1ia 

T9 

Z >y> °>Z[-1] 

is commutative. We show that t is a q-isomorphism. Lemma 2.2.13 implies that 

H* (C) =0 since s is q-isomorphism. Nov the long exact homology sequence of the 

top distinguished triangle implies that t is q-isomorphism, that is, tES. Similarly, 

we can prove the symmetric assertion. Next we show the cancellation condition 

holds. Let f, g: X -p Y. Let s: Y -f Y' be in S with sf = sg. We show that 

there exists t: X' -* X such that ft = gt. Using (TR1), we have the following 

distinguished triangle 

zys- y-Z[-1]. 

Since sES, we have that Hk(Z) = 0. Therefore, we have the following exact 

sequence 

HomK(R) (X, Z) HorK(R) (X, Y) S'ý HomK(R) (X, Y'). 

But s (f - g) = 0. Thus, there exists h: X-)Z such that f-g= uh. Using 

(TR1), we have the following commutative diagram 

X' -ý Xh'Z> X'[-l]. 

But H*(Z) = 0, which implies that t is q-isomorphism, that is, tES. Since ht = 0, 

we have (f - g)t = 0, that is, ft= gt. Hence, S is multiplicative system. 0 

Definition 2.3.2. The localization S-1K(R) of the homotopy category of chain 

complexes K(R) is the derived category D(R) where S is the collection of q-isomorphisms 

in K(R). 

The following result is proved in [13, Proposition 111.4.2] 
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Theorem 2.3.3. The localization of K(R) by q-isomorphisms is equivalent to the 

localization of Ch(R) by q-isomorphisms. The same is true for K,, (R) and Ch, (R) 

where *=+, - or b. 

2.3.1 D(R) is Triangulated 

In this subsection, we show the following theorem which says that the derived cate- 

gory is a triangulated category. 

Theorem 2.3.4. D(R) is a triangulated category. 

Proof. First note that Lemma 2.1.6 and Theorem 2.2.5 combine together to give 

additivity of D(R) and the formula T (f s-1) = T(f)T(s)1 defines a translation 

functor T on D(R). To prove (TR1), it is enough to check that every morphism can 

be completed to a distinguished triangle. Let Xy be in D(R) represented by 

the fraction 

X-Iý sZ Y. 

Since K(R) is triangulated by Theorem 2.2.5, we can complete u' to a distinguished 

triangle 

Z>Y v>-LV w TZ 

Nov consider the following triangle 

X U3 )y 'W TS B TX 

in D(R). Therefore, we have the following commutative diagram 

Z" YvWw ý- TZ 
syf id 

j 
id 

J ITS 

X U>Y >W TS>TX 

Since s is invertible in D(R), 

X u_i, VW TS: ý TX 

is distinguished. (TR2) obviously follows from the definitions and from the proper- 

ties of T. Next we show (TR3). Let 

XuyVZW TX 
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and 

X' ", , Y' "' ' Z' W, } TX' 

be two distinguished triangles in D(R) with morphisms f: X --º X' and g: Y --ý 
Y' such that gu = u' f. We claim that there exists a morphism h: Z --) Z' such 

that the following diagram is commutative 

Xu>Y"D Z '"'-TX 

fl 91 hl 
ITf 

X' U'> Y' V' > Z' w TX' 

We can assume that the given distinguished triangles in D(R) are represented by 

distinguished triangles in K(R) and the morphisms f, g in D(R) are represented by 

left fractions 

XX"f zý X' 

and 

Y-Y"9 - Y', 

respectively. We must construct the arrows r and ti in the following diagram 

XIS Ulf Y/I v� Zii w� - TX" 

vIw 
Ts 

u/I '" 
XYZ TX 

ITf 
jIh 

Xf _ YF v_ Z/ w TXI u 

We claim that by changing, if necessary, the fraction representing f: X ---p X' we 

can guarantee the existence of a morphism u": X" --3 Y" in K(R) such that both 

squares containing this morphism are commutative. Using the Ore condition, we 

complete the following diagram to a commutative square in K(R) 

,Y 
"_yf 

cl 
lc 

XI' 
us 

Y 

where iES. Replace X" by X, s by st, f by f -T. It is clear that 

XX ft 
- X' - 

st 
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represents the same morphism f: X -p X' in D(R). Next, zt: X -p Y" makes 

one of the two squares commutative, the square ti! = ust while the second square 

commutes in D(R) but not necessarily in K(R) where we have 

üf s-1 = gt-iu = 9uýý-is-1 

since u' f= gu. So u' ft= gü in D(R). To make the second square commutative 

in K(R), we must change the representative of f once more. Let us consider two 

morphisms u' f t, gii :X -p Y' in K(R). As they are equal in D(R), there exists 

q: X -ý X where qES. Then we take X as the new X" and the rest is clear. 

Nov we complete u": X" -f Y" to the following distinguished triangle in K(R) 

X// Uli Yii vii Zu wii` TX". 

Using (TR3) for K(R), we choose h making the diagram commutative. Similarly, 

we construct r and since s, t are in S we see that rES. Denote by lt the morphism 

Z --) Z' in D(R) represented by the left fraction 

ZýZ" Z'. 

Hence, (TR3) holds for D(R). Next we show (TR4). Suppose that we have the 

following three distinguished triangles in D(IS) 

X a3Y-3Z-BTX 

X ßa_ yI - Zi D TX 

Ya Y` Y` ' TY 

We claim that we have a commutative diagram 

X °ýY Z> TX 

idj, 
Qa 

aj 
1 lid 

X Y'-Z'-BTX 

0 Y"-Y"}0 

W Ta YWI 
TX -ý TY -ý TZ T2X 
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Let a and 6 be represented by some left fractions 

Xis uf ýY 

and 

YE tv9 )Y' 

with s, tES. Composition is represented by 

Whv9 Y' 

S t-I f 
It X UY 

where t' E S. Therefore, fl a is represented by the left fraction 

XS`, WAY'. 

We see that the left fraction 

x- w ftl-Y 

represents in D(R) the same morphism a. Now consider the following three distin- 

guished triangles in K(R) 

WhV- cone(h) TW, 

V9- yl T cone(g) > TV, 

w 9h) y cone(gh) - TW. 

We have the following diagram in D(R) 

WhVD cone(h) -> TW 
3qr Ts 

X YZ > TX 

in which the left square is commutative and s, t are isomorphisms in D(R). By the 

axiom (TR3) for D(R), which we just proved, there exists a morphism r: cone(h) ---> 
Z in D(R) that makes the diagram commutative. By Lemma 2.2.15, we have that r 
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is an isomorphism since st', t are isomorphisms in D(R). Similarly, there exists an 

isomorphism r': cone(g) --i Y" in D(R) such that 

V9> Y' > cone(g) >- TV 

tj id 
l 

r'l 

ITt 

Y a_Y/ 
_Y/I _TY 

is an isomorphism of distinguished triangles. Also, there exists an isomorphism 

r": cone(gh) -* Z' in D(R) such that 

W ghý- Y'cone(gh)TW 

st' 
yI 

id I TI' 

lTst1 

X ßa_-Y' Z' > TX 

is an isomorphism of distinguished triangles. Nov since K(R) is triangulated, The- 

orem 2.2.5, we can complete the above three distinguished triangles to the following 

commutative diagram 

Wh}V_ cone(h) ' TW 

idl 9I 
1 lid 

w ýý Y/ > cone(gh) -TW 

0 cone(g) cone(g) 0 

TW Th TV T( ie(h) -> T2W 

Hence, (TR4) holds for D(R). D 

The proof of the following result is in [13, Proposition IV. 2.8]. 

Proposition 2.3.5. Every exact sequence of chain complexes 

0 XU Y"}Z->-0 

in Ch(R) can be completed to a distinguished triangle in D(R) by an appropriate 

morphism Z -> X[-l]. 

Remark 2.3.6. Let 

X ->Y-f Z-fX[-1J 
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be a distinguished triangle. Consider Homv(R) (Ws, -)* where s>0. We know that 

the following sequence 

- HomD(R) (WV, X)n -* HomD(R) (1's, Y)n -* 

Homv(R)(u s, Z)n -> HomD(R)(WS, X),, 
-l -* ... 

is a long exact sequence of abelian groups for each s>0. But the category Ab 

of abelian groups satisfies (AB5), that is, Ab is cocomplete and filtered colimits of 

exact sequences are exact. So the following sequence 

-> colim HomD(R)(1' s, X)n --ý colim HomD(R) (Ws, Y)n --> 

colim HomD(ß) (WS)Z)n -f colim Homv(R) (Ws, X )n_1 --f ss 

is exact 

Similarly, let 

XS-ýYs Zs-4XS[-1] 

be a distinguished triangle for each s>0. Consider HomD(R) (-, N), t. Then the 

following sequence 

-p HomD(R) (Zs, N)n -) HomD(R) (Ys, N)n --) 

Homv(R)(X3, N)n, -f Homv(R)(Z8, N)n+i -) ... 

is a long exact sequence of abelian groups for each s>0. Therefore, the following 

sequence 

""" ---f colim HomD(R) (ZS, N)n --> colim HomD(ß) (YS, N)n -> 

colim HomD(ß) (Xs) N)n -> colim HomD(R) (Z$, N)�+1 --> 

is exact. 

2.3.2 Localizing Subcategories 

In this subsection, we compare the localization of a category C with the localizations 

of its subcategories. 

The following result is proved in [13, Proposition II1.2.10]. 
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Proposition 2.3.7. Let C be a category, S be a multiplicative system in C and 13 

be a full subcategory of C. Suppose also SnB be a multiplicative system in 13. B is 

called a localizing subcategory if any of the following equivalent conditions holds. 

(i) The natural functor S-15 -* S-1C is fully faithful. 

(ii) Whenever C --> B is a morphism in S with B in B, there is a morphism 

B' -p C in C with B' in B such that the composite B' --+ B is in S. 

(iii) Whenever B-)C is a morphism in S with B in B, there is a morphism 

C -ý B' in C with B' in 13 such that the composite B -f B' is in S. 

The following result is proved in [33, Corollary 10.3.14]. 

Lemma 2.3.8. If B is a localizing subcategory of C, and for every object C in C 

there is a morphism C ---f B in S with B in B, then S-'B =' S-1C. Suppose in 

addition that s f113 consists of isomorphisms. Then 

13 - , S-iii - S-'C. 

The subcategories Kb(R), K+(R) and K_ (R) of K(R) are localizing for the 

collection S of q-isomorphisms. Thus, their localizations are the full subcategories 

Db(R), D+(R) and D_(R) whose objects are the chain complexes which are bounded, 

bounded below and bounded above, respectively. 

The following result is proved in [13, Corollary IV. 2.7]. 

Corollary 2.3.9. Db(R), D_(R) and D+(R) are triangulated categories. 

Lemma 2.3.10. Let P be a bounded below chain complex of projectives. Let s: X -> 
P be a q-isomorphism where X is a bounded below chain complex. Then there exists 

a morphism of chain complexes t: P --> X such that st is homotopic to idp. 

Proof. Since s is q-isomorphism, cone(s) is exact by Lemma 2.2.13. For brevity, let 

cone(s) = C. Also, let dc and dp denote the differentials of C and P, respectively. 

There is a map f: P --f C. Next we show that f is null homotopic. We construct 
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the homotopy by induction. We may assume that we begin with n=0, consider the 

following diagram. 

Pi > Po O 

dl 

1 
fo 

Cl °' CO >0 

We have a map ko: Po --> Cl since d' is surjective and Po is projective. Assume 

we constructed kn_1: P11_1 -k C71 such that 

fn-1 = d'kn-1 + kn-2dn-1 

If we show that Im(fn - kn_ldp) C Im dC 1, then we will have the diagram 

P. 

inkn-i 
p 

dn-ý-1 

Cn+ý } Im dc 1-D 0 

and projectivity of Pn will give a map P,,, -p Cn+l such that f, = d'+ lk� + 

k, 1_ld'. Now we show that Im(f,, - kn_ld') C Im dc 1. Since C is exact, it suffices 

to show that dC(fn - kn_ldp) = 0. Since dCkn_1 = fn-1 - kn_2dnp 1, we have 

dc. fn - f�-gyp = 0. 

since f is a morphism of chain complexes. Thus, f is null homotopic, say, by a 
homotopy k= (t, k). We have f (p) = (dck + kdp) (p). But 

(dck + kdp) (p) = dc(t(p), k(p)) + (tdp (p), kdp(p)) 

= (-dxt(p), dpk(p) + st(p)) + (tdp(p), kdp(p)). 

Since f (p) _ (0, p), we get 

tdp(p) - dxt(p) =0 

and 

p= dpk(p) + st(p) + kdp(p). 

That is, t is a morphism of chain complexes and st is homotopic to ide. 0 

The following result is proved in [33, Corollary 10.3.9]. 
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Lemma 2.3.11. If two parallel maps f, g: X -p Y in K(R) become identified in 

D(R), then fs = gs for some s: Z -f X in S. 

Theorem 2.3.12. Let P be a bounded below chain complex of projectives. Then 

for any X, the map 0: HomK(n)(P, X) -* HomD(R)(P, X) is an isomorphism of 

R-modules. 

Proof. First we show that 0 is onto. Let a: P -> X be a morphism in D(R). Let 

pSzf }X 

be a representative of a. By Lemma 2.3.10, there exists t: P -) Z such that 

st = ide. Thus, cb(f t) =ft. But ft=f s-1: P -ý X is equivalent to f s-1. Thus, 

¢ is onto. Next we show that 0 is one to one. Let f, g: P -> X in K(R). Assume 

that f, g become identified in D(R). Then Lemma 2.3.11 says that there exists 

s: Z --> P such that fs= gs. But there exists t: P --f Z such that st = ide. 

Therefore, f=f st = gst =g in K(R). Thus, 0 is one to one. Finally, note that 

0: HomK(R) (P, X) --f HomD(R) (P) X) is a group homomorphism by Lemma 2.1.6. 

Also, 

cb(rfn(P)) _ q5(fn(rp)) = fm(rp) = rfn(p) = rq(fn(P)) 

for each rER, pEP, n and chain map f: P -) X. This implies that 0 is an 

R-module homomorphism. Hence, 0 is an isomorphism of R-modules. 0 

Remark 2.3.13. Dually, if I is a bounded above chain complex of injectives, then 

Homiq R) (X) I) = Homv(R) (X, i). 

Theorem 2.3.14. The localization D+(R) of K+(R) is equivalent to the full sub- 

category K+(P) of bounded below chain complexes of projectives in K+(R) : 

D+(R) K+(P). 

Proof. Let X be in K+(R) and let X -) Y be a q-isomorphism where YE K+(P). 

Lemma 1.4.15 says that X has a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution P -- pX with Tot") (P) 

in K+(P). But Tot®(P) --> Y is a q-isomorphism. Therefore, K+(P) is a localizing 

subcategory of K+(R) by Proposition 2.3.7. Thus, D+(R) ^' S-'K+(P). By Lemma 
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2.3.8, it suffices to show that every q-isomorphism in K+(P) is an isomorphism. Let 

P and Q be bounded below chain complexes of projectives and s: P -p Qa q- 

isomorphism. Lemma 2.3.10 implies that there is a morphism t: Q ---> P such 

that st = idQ. In fact t is a q-isomorphism. So applying Lemma 2.3.10 we have a 

morphism u: P --> Q with tu = idp. Thus, s is an isomorphism in K+(P) with 

s-1 = t. Hence, 

K+(P) = S-'K+ (P) ^' D+(R). Q 

In the following theorem, let R be noetherian. 

Theorem 2.3.15. Let M(R) denote the category of all finitely generated R-modules. 

Let D(f9)(R) denote the full subcategory of D(R) consisting of chain complexes Y 

whose homology modules Hn(Y) are all finitely generated. Then, 

D+(M(R)) = D+(f9)(R). 

where D+(M(R)) denotes the derived category whose objects are bounded below chain 

complexes of finitely generated R-modules and D+(fg) (R) denotes the derived category 

whose objects are bounded below chain complexes whose homology modules H,, (Y) 

are all finitely generated. 

Proof. We show that K+(fg) (R) is a localizing subcategory of K+(M(R)). Now 

let Y-X be a q-isomorphism where X is in K+(fg)(R). So H,, (Y) is finitely 

generated for each n. There exists a Cartan-Eilenberg resolution P -p Y by Lemma 

1.4.15. It is clear that Tot®(P) is in K+(f9) (R) and the composite Tot®(P) 

X is a q-isomorphism. Thus, K+(fg) (R) is a localizing subcategory of K+(M(R)) 

by Proposition 2.3.7. Since each object ZE K+(M(R)) has a Cartan-Eilenberg 

resolution P -f Z with H,, (Tot®(P) finitely generated for each n, we have 

S 'K+(M(R)) - S-iK+(fg)(R) 

by Lemma 2.3.8. Hence, 

D+(M(R)) D+(rs)(R). Q 
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2.4 Derived IFunctors 

In this section, we study derived functors. We define the derived tensor product and 

the derived Hom. The main references for this section are [33], [13] and [25]. 

Let A and B be two abelian categories. We write K_ (A), D_ (A) for the ho- 

motopy category and derived category of bounded above chain complexes of A, 

respectively. Also, we write K+(A), D+(A) for the homotopy category and the 

derived category of bounded below chain complexes of A, respectively. 

Note that K_(A), D_(A), K+ (A) and D+(A) are triangulated categories by [33, 

Corollary 10.2.5], [33, Corollary 10.4.31, [33, Corollary 10.2.5] and [33, Corollary 

10.4.3], respectively. 

Definition 2.4.1. Let K1, K2 be triangulated categories. A morphism F: Kl -* 
K2 of triangulated categories is an additive functor that commutes with the trans- 

lation functor T and sends distinguished triangles to distinguished triangles. There 

is a category of triangulated categories and their morphisms. We say that Ki is 

a triangulated subcategory of K2 if K1 is a full subcategory of K2, the inclusion is 

a morphism of triangulated categories and if every distinguished triangle in Kl is 

distinguished in K2. 

The proof of the following result is in [13, Proposition III. 6.2}. 

Proposition 2.4.2. Assume that F: A --f B is an exact functor. 

(a) The functor K, f(F): K, E(A) --f K*(L3) transforms q-isomorphisms into q- 

isomorphisms so that it induces a functor D. k(F) : D,, (A) -* D*(13). 

(b) D, t(F) is an exact functor, that is, it transforms distinguished triangles into 

distinguished triangles. 

where * stands for b, +, -, or 0. 

Definition 2.4.3. A right derived functor of an additive left exact functor F: A --* 
B is a pair consisting of an exact functor R_ F: D_ (A) -f D_ (B) and a natural 

transformation ( from 

4K-(F) : K-(A) > K- (B) > D-(B) 
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to 

(R-F)4 : K-(A) - D-(A)>D-(13) 

which is universal in the sense that if G: V- (A) -> V. (13) is another exact functor 

equipped with a natural transformation e: qK_ (F) -) Gq, then there exists a 

unique natural transformation y: R- F -f G making the diagram 

qK_ (F) 

(R_F)q ')g > Gq 

commutative. Similarly, a left derived functor of a right exact functor F: A -f B is 

a pair consisting of an exact functor L+F: D+ (A) -p D+ (B) together with a natural 

transformation (: (L+F)q -) qK+(F) satisfying the dual universal property (G 

factors through 71: G) L+F). 

The universal property implies that if R_F and L+F exist, then they are unique 

up to natural isomorphism. 

The following result is proved in [33, Existence Theorem 10.5.6]. 

Theorem 2.4.4. Let F: A -f B be an additive functor. If A has enough injectives, 

then the right derived functor R_F exists on D_(A), and if I is a bounded above 

chain complex of injectives, then 

R-F(I) -' 9K-(F') (I). 

Dually, if A has enough projectives, then the left derived functor L+F exists on 

D+(A) and if P is a bounded below chain complex of projectives, then 

L+F(P) -' 4K+(F)(P) 

2.4.1 The Derived Tensor Product 

In this subsection, we will give the definition of the derived tensor product and 

present its properties. 

Definition 2.4.5. The derived tensor product of two chain complexes X and Y is 

L 
X0Y= L+ Tot® (X ®-)Y. 
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Lemma 2.4.6. If X -* X' is a q-isomorphism and X, X', and Y are bounded 

below chain complexes, then 

X®YX'®Y. 
RR 

Proof. Suppose Y is a chain complex of flat modules. Theorem 2.4.4 implies that 

L 
X0Y= Tot®(X (& Y} 

R 

and 

X'®Y=Tot®(X'®Y). 

But 

and 

Ep, 
v(X) = Hq(X) ®Yp Hp+q(X ®Y) 

RR 

p, q El (X')=H, (X`)®Yp Hp+q(X`®Y) 
RR 

by Theorem 1.4.16. It is clear that Ep 
q 
(X) = Ep 

q 
(X'). This, 

HP+9(X ®Y) HP+4(X'®Y) 
RR 

LL 
by the Comparison Theorem 1.4.4. Hence, X ®Y = X' ®Y. O 

RR 

The following theorem is proved in [33, Theorem 10.6.3]. 

Theorem 2.4.7. The derived tensor product is a bifunctor 

®: D+(R) x V+(R) --> D}(R). 

Its homology is 
L 

Tor� (X, Y) ^_' H�(X ®Y). 
R 

Definition 2.4.8. A symmetric monoidal product on a category C is a bifunctor 

®: CxC -- * C, a unit UEC and coherent natural isomorphisms (X (D Y) ®Z 

X ®(Y (D Z) (the associativity isomorphism), X ®Y =Y (3) X (the twist isomor- 

phism) and U®X ^' X (the unit isomorphism). A symmetric monoidal category 

is a category C with a symmetric monoidal product. 
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If X, Y and Z are chain complexes in D+(R), then by [33, Example 10.8.1], there 

is a natural isomorphism 

X®(Y®Z)=(X®Y)®Z. 
RRRR 

Also, by [33, Exercise 10.6.2], there is a natural isomorphism 
LL 

X®Y^'Y®X. 
RR 

L 
Moreover, it is clear that there is a natural isomorphism R[0) ®X ^' X. Therefore, 

R 

We deduce that the derived category D+(R) of bounded below chain complexes of 

R-modules is a symmetric monoidal category. 

2.4.2 The Derived Hom 

In this subsection, we will give the definition of the derived Hom and present its 

properties. 

Definition 2.4.9. The derived Hom of two chain complexes X and Y is 

RHomR(X, Y) = R_ Totn Hom(X, -)Y. 

Lemma 2.4.10. If Y --> Y' is a q-isomorphism and X is a bounded below chain 

complex, then 

RHomR(X, Y) ^_' RHomR(X, Y'). 

Proof. Suppose X is a chain complex of projectives. Then, 

RHomR(X, Y) Totn Hom(X, Y) 

and 

RHomR(X, Y') ' Totn Hom(X, Y'). 

Therefore, 

Hn(Totn Hom(X, Y)) = HomK(R)(X, Y[-n]) 

Homv(R) (X, Y[-n]) 

HorD(R)(X, Y'[-n]) 

Y'[-n]) HomK(R) (Xi 

= Hn(Tot11 Hom(X, Y')). 
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where the first isomorphism is induced by Theorem 2.3.12. Hence, 

RHomR(X7 Y) RHomR(X7 Y'). 0 

The following lemma is proved in [33, Lemma 10.7.3]. 

Lemma 2.4.11. If X --f X' is a q-isomorphism and Y is a bounded above chain 

complex, then 

RHomß(X') Y) = RHomR(X, Y). 

Definition 2.4.12. If X and Y are chain complexes, then 

Ext' (X, Y) = HomD(R)(X, Y[-n]). 

The following result is proved in [33, Theorem 10.7.4]. 

Theorem 2.4.13. The derived Horn is a bifunctor 

RHomR: D(R)°p x D_(R) -* D(R). 

Dually, 

RHomR: D+(R)°' x D(R) -> D(R). 

In both cases its cohomology is 

ExtR(X, Y) = HT (RHomß(X, Y)). 

The following result is proved in [33, Theorem 10.8.7]. 

Theorem 2.4.14 (Adjoint Isomorphism). If Y is a bounded below chain complex, 

then 
L 

-®Y: D+(R) -D+(R) 

is left adjoint to the functor 

RHOMR(Y)-): D_(R) )D-(R). 

That is, for X in D+(R) and Z in D_ (R) there is a natural isomorphism 

HomD(R) (X, RHomR (Y) Z)) HomD(R) (X ® Y, Z). 
R 
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This isomorphism arises by applying H° to the isomorphism 

RHomR(X, RHomR(Y) Z)) =' RHomR(X ® Y, Z) 
R 

in D- (R). The adjunction morphisms are 

L 

77x: X -> RHomR(Y, X ®Y) 
R 

and 
L 

6z : RHomR (Y, Z) ®Y -) Z. 
R 



Chapter 3 

Minimal Atomic Chain Complexes 

In this chapter, we define some new notions which are invariant in the derived 

category. These notions have been defined in a topological framework in [5]. After 

introducing these concepts we establish the connection between them. 

Introduction 

First we know what we mean by an irreducible (or simple) R-module M, namely 

0M and M has no proper submodules. Also, an atomic module is an R-module 

for which every non-trivial self map is an isomorphism. If M is an irreducible R- 

module, then 111 is atomic by Schur's lemma. However, atomic does not imply 

irreducible. 

Example 3.0.15. Let F be a field and A= I(0 ý) a, b, cE F} be the ring of 

triangular matrices over F. Let M= I(') : a, bE F}. Then it is clear that M 

is a module over A. Note that {(ö) :aE F} is a submodule of M. So M is not 

irreducible. If 0 0: M --ý M, then it can be proved that 0 is invertible and hence 

M is an atomic module. 

We generalize both concepts and define others. In section one, we recall some 
facts about local commutative rings, give the definition of am iniII1al chain complex 

and show that for any chain complex Y of finitely generated homology there is a 

minimal free chain complex X and a q-isomorphism f: X -> Y. In section two, 

69 
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we state and prove a derived analog of the Whitehead Theorem. In section three, 

we construct Postnikov towers. In section four, we define an analog of the Steenrod 

algebra. In section five, we present some definitions and in the following section, 

we show a result that characterizes irreducible chain complexes and we prove that 

minimal atomic chain complexes and irreducible chain complexes are the same. In 

the last section, we define the notions of a nuclear chain complex and a core of a 

chain complex and we show that a nuclear chain complex is minimal atomic. 

3.1 Local Rings 

In this section, we review some basic facts about local commutative rings. The 

main references for these facts are [30] and [21]. We recall that R is an arbitrary 

commutative ring. 

Definition 3.1.1. R is local if it has a unique maximal ideal. 

We will give a number of examples of local rings. 

Example 3.1.2. (a) Every field is local. 

(b) If F is a field, then the ring of formal power series F[[. -r]] over F is local. 

(c) If P is a prime ideal in R, then the localization S-1R is a local ring where S= 

R-P. For example, the ring of localized integers Z(p) = {a/b c- Q: (b, p) = 1} 

is a local ring. 

(d) If P is a maximal ideal in R, then the completion Rp is a local ring. For 

example, the ring of p-adic integers 2p is a local ring. 

(e) If I is a maximal ideal in R, then R/P is a local ring. 

Definition 3.1.3. If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m, then the field R/m is 

called the residue field of R. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 4.47]. 

Lemma 3.1.4 (Nakayama's Lemma). If R is a local ring with maximal ideal m 

and iVl is a finitely generated R-module with mM = M, then M=0. 
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If W is a set of generators of an R-module M, then we say that IV is minimal if 

any proper subset of W does not generate M. 

The following theorem is proved in [21, Theorem 2.3]. 

Theorem 3.1.5. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field R/m 

and let M be a finitely generated R-module. Set M= M/mM. Now M is a finite- 

dimensional vector space over R/m, and we write n for its dimension. Then 

(i) If we take a basis un} for At over R/m, and choose an inverse image 

ui EM of each uä, then {ul, 
... , un} is a minimal generating set of M, 

(ii) conversely every minimal generating set of M is obtained in this way, and so 

has n elements. 

The following result is proved in [30, Theorem 4.44]. 

Theorem 3.1.6. If R is a local ring, every finitely generated projective module M 

is free. 

The following lemma is important and will be used later. Its proof is in [28, 

Proposition 1.5]. 

Lemma 3.1.7. Let R be a local commutative noetherian ring with maximal ideal m 

and M be an R-module. Let F -* M be a free resolution of M. Then the following 

conditions are equivalent. 

(i) For each i>1, the map qI : F= --* Fi_1 is defined by a matrix with coefficients 

in m. (Note that this condition is independent of the choice of bases for Ft and 

F=-I. ) 

(ii) For each i>0, the map O: F2 -f Ker q5i_1 is defined by a minimal set of 

generators (for i=0, Oo is the map from Fa onto M). 

Definition 3.1.8. Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field 

R/m and let M be a finitely generated R-module. An exact sequence 

-Tln L 
_1 

d-1, 
- ... --L1 LO d0> 

M- 0 

is called a minimal free resolution of M if it satisfies the following conditions: 
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(a) each Ln is a finitely generated free R-module, 

(b) d7, L,, C mLn_1 for each n, 

(c) R/m OR Lo -f R/m OR M is an isomorphism. 

Let R be a local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field K= R/m. Assume 

that m is generated by a finite regular sequence ml, ... , mit E R, that is, ml is not 

a zero divisor and for i>1, each mZ is not a zero divisor on R/(ml,... 
, mti_1). 

Since m is generated by a finite regular sequence, ive have the following result 

which is proved in [33, Corollary 4.5.5]. 

Proposition 3.1.9. There is a Koszul free resolution P of K where P= EE(ei : 

1i< n) is a differential graded algebra with eZ in degree 1 and differential given 

by d(es) = m=. In this case we have that 

ExtR(K, III) = EE(ei :1<i< n) 

Also, we have the following result proved in [21, Theorem 16.2]. 

Lemma 3.1.10. For s>1, ms/ms+l is R/m-module with a basis consisting of the 

residue classes of the distinct monomials of degree s in the m2. 

3.1.1 Minimal Free Resolutions 

In this subsection and the following sections, we assume that R is a commutative 

noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and residue field K= R/m. 

Definition 3.1.11. A chain complex (Y, d) is minimal if the induced differential 

d® idK on Y® K[O] satisfies d® idK = 0. 

Now we give the following important theorem which proves the existence of 

a minimal free resolution of any chain complex of finite type in Ch+(R). The 

usefulness of minimal free resolutions will become clear when we study the Adams 

spectral sequence in the next chapter. 

This theorem is [28, Theorem 2.4]. We think it is not well known and thus we 

give its proof here. 
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Theorem 3.1.12. Let Y be a chain complex of finite type in Ch+(R). Then there 

is a minimal free chain complex G in Ch+(R) and a q-isomorphism f: G -* Y. 

Proof. We prove this theorem using induction. If io is such that HZ (Y) =0 for 

i< io, then we can let F= =0 for i< io and the zero map in degrees < io from F to 

Y is obviously a q-isomorphism. 

Now assume that we have defined finitely generated free R-modules Ft and maps 

f= for i<n such that the following diagram 

do 

! n1 
fn-11 

"'ýYnI1-> Yne. Yn-1->-"' 

is commutative and 

(a) HZ (f) : HZ (F) -* H= (Y) is an isomorphism for i<n. 

(b) g: Ker(dn) --k HH(Y) is surjective. 

Nov we construct F,, +1 and fn, +l such that (a) and (b) hold for n+1. First note 

that Ker(g) maps to B, a(Y) since we have the following commutative diagram with 

exact rows. 

0 Ker(g) , Ker(d,, ) 9 H,, (Y) }0 
id 

0>B,, (Y) Z,, (Y) ---->- H,, (Y) --- 0 
We have that the Ker(g) is finitely generated since R is noetherian. Let {y',..., yn} 

be a generating set of Ker(g). Assume that El is free on {xl, 
... , x,, }. Define 

L': El --> Ker(g) by b(x) = y;,. Therefore, we have the following commutative 

diagram where the map hl exists since El is free. 

E1 

hl 1 Y, ý+1 Bn (Y) 0 

That is, the following diagram 

Ei X- Fn 

hl1 f-1 Yn+1 - Y. 
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is commutative where the map A is the composite of 0: El --> Ker(g) with the 

inclusion map Ker(g) -)F,,. We have that H,, +1(Y) is finitely generated. Let 

{zl, 
... , zm} be a generating set of Hn+l (Y). Assume that E2 is free on {t1, 

... , t�+}. 

Define 0: E2 -* H,, +1(Y) by q(ti) = z=. Then we have the following commutative 

diagram 

E2 

Zn+1(Y) ' Hn+i (Y) D0 

where the dotted arrow exists since E2 is free. Let the map h2: E2 --* Y, +1 be the 

composite of the map E2 -f Z,, +1(Y) with the inclusion map Z,, +1(Y) --> Y. +1- 
Map E2 to zero in F. Let F7z+l = El ® E2 and f,, +l = hi + h2. The differential 

dn, +l =A+0. Then we can see that the following diagram 

F�+l > Fn 

fn+l 
1 

fn 
1 

Yn+l > Yn 

is commutative. By construction, it is clear that ,,, (f): H7, (F) --) H,, (Y) is an 

isomorphism and Ker(d,, +l) -- f H, z+l(Y) is surjective. Hence, we have constructed 

a free resolution of Y. 

This gives some free resolution of Y and to get a minimal one, we can proceed as 

follows. We show that F is a sum of a minimal chain complex G and an exact chain 

complex H of free modules. Then G is a minimal free resolution of Y. If F is not 

minimal, then the matrix (aij) defining do : F,, --> Fii_1 must have a unit element 

since R is local. We can transform (a=j) by a finite number of elementary row and 

column operations to the following form 

100 

0 

(aZ. 7) 
0 
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This means that we have a diagram 

do 
I} 

Fn-1 

el 

idd' 
-i 

R®F. ' ' n)R®Fn-, 

and the chain complex F is the direct sum of 

Fn+i -ý Fý - Fn-i Fn-2 

and 

ý0 R id R >0 

This process can be continued until we are left with a minimal free resolution G of 

Y and the sum of pieces of the form 

ýý R_ is R->0 

in various degrees. Putting these latter pieces together gives H which is an exact 

chain complex of free modules. Hence, there is a minimal free chain complex G in 

Ch+(R) and a q-isomorphism f: G -i Y. Q 

3.2 The Derived Whitehead Theorem 

In this section, a chain complex means a chain complex Y in the derived category 

D+(f9)(R) of bounded below chain complexes whose homology modules Hi(Y) are 

of finite type. 

In this section, we state and prove a derived analog of the Whitehead Theorem. 

We begin by introducing some definitions and proving some results. 

First note that Lemma 1.3.8 and Theorem 2.3.12 combine together to give that 

for any chain complex Y, 

Hn(Y) 'HomD+(f9)(R)(R[-n], Y). 

Define 

H,, (Y, K) = H,, (Y ®K[01), 
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the nth homology of the derived tensor product Y® K[0]. We have the reduction 
R 

map 

p: H7 (Y) -f Hn(Y, K) 

induced from the evident morphism 

LL 
Y ^' Y ®R[0] ---ý Y0 K[0]. 

Let P be a minimal projective resolution of Y by Theorem 3.1.12. Then 

L 
H,, (Y, K) = H,, (Y ®K[O]) 

H,, (P ®K[O]) 

=Hn, (... -°> PlORK -° Po®RK-ý O) 

=Pn®R K. 

Hence, H7, (Y, K) is aK -module. 
Similarly, we can define 

Hn'(Y, K) = H"(RHamR(Y7 K[0])) 

= H°(RHomR(Y, K[-n])). 

If P is a minimal projective resolution of Y, then 

H" (Y, K) = H'(RHomR(Y) K[0])) 

H"(Homn (P, K[O])) 

= Hn(0 -+ HomR(Po7 K) -o+ HomR(Pl, K) -oma ... ) 

= HomR(P, z, K). 

Hence, H'(Y, K) is a K-module. 

One of the applications of the existence of a minimal projective resolution is the 

following result. 

Lemma 3.2.1. If Y is a chain complex, then 

H'(Y, K) = HomK(Hn, (Y, K), K). 
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Proof. Let Y be a chain complex. By Theorem 3.1.12, there exists a minimal pro- 

jective resolution P --> Y. Therefore, 

H"(Y, K) = H"(RHomR(Y, I[ß[0])) 

H"(RHomR(P, I[ß[0])) 

H"(Hom11(P, K[0])) 

= H'(HomR(P2 K)) 

= Homß(P. n, K) 

HomK(P,,, ®R K, K) 

HomK(H,, (P, K), K) 

HomK(Hf(Y, K), K). 

Hence, 

H'(Y, K) = HomK(H,, (Y, K), K). 0 

Definition 3.2.2. A chain complex Y is called n-connected if H2(Y) =0 for all 

i<n. 

Definition 3.2.3. A morphism a: X-iY in D+(1s) (R) is called an n-isomorphism 

if a,,: Hz (X) -* Hi (Y) is an isomorphism for each i<n. 

Theorem 3.2.4. Let Y be a chain complex. If Y is n-connected, then HZ(Y, K) =0 

for all i<n and p: Hn+l(Y) ---> H7z+1(Y, K) is an epimorphism. 

Proof. Assume that Y is n-connected, that is, H2 (Y) =0 for all i<n. We claim 

that Hi (Y, K) =0 for all i<n. There exists a minimal projective chain complex 

P and a q-isomorphism P-fY by Theorem 3.1.12. But Y 
®I[ß[0] 

=P 
®I[ß[0] 

RR 
by Lemma 2.4.6. Therefore, by Theorem 1.4.16 there exists a Künneth spectral 

sequence 

Es, t = Tor, (Ht (P), K) Hs+t(P ®K[O])" 

Since Ht(P) ^' Ht(Y) =0 for each t<n, we have ES t=0 for each s and t<n. 
L 

Thus, E=0 for each s and t<n. So, Hi (P ®K[0]) =0 for each i<n. Hence, 
R 

Hi (Y ® K[0]) =0 for all i<n. Nov notice that 
R 

EÖnf1-Hn+1(Y) ®RJK. 
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Therefore, H,, +1(Y, K) = Hn+l(Y) ®R K. Hence, p: Hn+l(Y) -> Hn}1(Y) OR K is 

reduction mod m, that is, it is an epimorphism. 0 

Theorem 3.2.5 (Derived Whitehead Theorem). Let a: X ---) Y be a mor- 

phism in D+(f9) (R) 
. 

(i) If a is an n-isomorphism, then Hi (X, K) -- * Hi (Y, K) is an isomorphism for 

all i<n. 

(ii) If Hi (X, K) --) Hi(Y, K) is an isomorphism for all i<n, then a* : H=(X) ---e 

HA(Y) is an isomorphism for all i<n and an epimorphism for i=n. 

Proof. Without loss of generality, we assume X and Y are connective. First we 

prove (i). Assume that a is an n-isomorphism. Then a*: HH(X) -3 HA(Y) is 

an isomorphism for each i<n. We must show that HL(X, K) --ý Hi (Y, K) is 

an isomorphism for all i<n. By Theorem 3.1.12, there exist minimal projective 

resolutions P --s X and Q --ý Y. Therefore, we have the following commutative 

diagram 

X cl )Y 

fi, a g1 P a: Q 

in which 6= h-lag. Let f: P -> Q be a chain map representing the morphism, ß. 

But a is n-isomorphism. So f is n-isomorphism. Consider 

O=f ®id :P 
®I(ß[0] 

-* Q ®I[ß[0] 

Now we claim that 0* : Hi (P ® I[ß[0]) -ý Hý(Q 
o 

I[ß[0]) is an isomorphism for each 

i<n. 

We will consider two spectral sequences Er and E, associated to filtrations on 

the complexes P® K[0] and Q® K[O], respectively, induced by the stupid filtrations 

on P and Q, respectively. Note that both filtrations are bounded. By Theorem 

1.4.16, there exist Künneth spectral sequences 

Es t= TorR(Ht(P), K) ==* Hs+t(P 0 K[O]) 
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and 

Es, t = Tors (Ht (Q), K) = Hs+t(Q (9 K[O])" 

Since Ht(P) = Ht(Q) for each t<n, we have that E2 
,, t ^' B, 2, 

t for each s and t<n. 

0 induces a map from the filtration of P® K[0] to the filtration of Q® IK[O] and thus 

a homomorphism of spectral sequences Er Er. Since ds t is of bidegree (-3,2), 

we can deduce that Es i =' Es i in the following cases. 

(i) s<3andt<n, 

(ii) s>3 and t<n-2. 

Also, since d4 
,, t 

is of bidegree (-4,3), we can deduce that ES t' ES t in the following 

cases. 

(i) s<3 and t<n, 

(ii) s=3andt<n-2, 

(iii) 4<s<6andt<n-3, 

(iv) s>6 and t<n-5. 

Continuing this way, we can deduce that EZt EZ, for each s+t<n. Using 

Theorem 1.4.20, we have that 0,: Hi (P ® K[0]) -f H=(Q ® K[0]) is an isomorphism 

for all i<n. Therefore, ß* : H=(P ®K[0]) 
-f Hi (Q ® K[0]) is an isomorphism for 

each i<n. But g* : Hj(P, K) -f Hi (X, K) is an isomorphism for each i and 
h: H2 (Q, K) ---> H= (Y, K) is an isomorphism for each i by Lemma 2.4.6. Hence, 

HZ (X, K) -> H2 (Y, K) is an isomorphism for all i<n. 

Next we show (ii). Assume that Hi (X, K) -f H=(Y, K) is an isomorphism for 

all i<n. We claim that a* : HH (X) -f HZ (Y) is an isomorphism for all i<n and 

an epimorphism for i=n. We have the following commutative diagram 

X `, >Y 

91 Th PQ 
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in which ,ß= h-lag and P and Q are minimal projective resolutions for X and Y, 

respectively. Let f: P -> Q be a chain map representing the morphism ß. We show 

that f,: Hi (P) -> Hi(Q) is an isomorphism for each i<n and an epimorphism for 

i=n. We have that g,,: Hi (P ® 
K[O]) -f Hi (X ® I[ß[0]) is an isomorphism for all 

RR 

i as well as h., : Hi (Q ® I[ß[0]) -- i Hi (Y ® K[01) is an isomorphism for all i. Thus, 

Hi (P, K) --ý HZ (Q, K) is an isomorphism for all i<n. Choose ql,... , q,, E Qj 

whose images form a basis of the III-vector space Qj OR K. By Nakayama's Lemma, 

q1, ... , q,, generate Q. Similarly, choose pl, ... , p, n E P= whose images form a basis 

of the K-vector space P2 OR K. By Nakayama's Lemma, pl,... , Pm generate Pi. 

Note that P2 and Q= are finitely generated free since R is local by Theorem 3.1.6. 

But P®OR K= Q= OR K. Thus, f= : Pi --> Qj is onto and n=m. Hence, f= is an 

isomorphism. Therefore, fi is an isomorphism for all i<n. We deduce that f, is 

an isomorphism for each i<n and an epimorphism for i=n. Therefore, we have 

that 8,,: Ht(P) -) H=(Q) is an isomorphism for each i<n and an epimorphism 

for i=n. Hence, we have a*: HH(X) -3 H=(Y) is an isomorphism for all i<n and 

an epimorphism for i=n. 

3.3 Postnikov towers 

D 

In this section, we show how to construct a Postnikov tower for a chain complex in 

D+(R) and without loss of generality, we assume that chain complexes are connec- 

tive. The main references for Postnikov towers in topology are [24] and [9]. 

Theorem 3.3.1. For each chain complex Y in D+(R), there exists a tower 

03- Y{2} 02- Y{1} > Y{0} , 

as well as morphisms a,,: Y -+ Y{n} such that the diagram 

Y{n} 

Y an 

Y{n - 1} 
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commutes for each n. Moreover, HH(Y{n}) =0 for i>n and ai, : Hi(Y) -+ 
H=(Y{n}) is an isomorphism for all i<n. 

Proof. We may change Y up to q-isomorphism to assume that Y is a chain complex 

of projective modules. We prove this theorem by induction. We start at n=0. 

Consider the chain complex Ho(Y)[0]. Then 

H°(Y, H°(Y)) = HomK(R)(Y, H0 (Y)[01) 

and the universal coefficient spectral sequence Theorem 1.4.18 implies that 

H°(Y, Ho(Y)) = HomR(Ho(Y), Ho(Y))" 

Therefore, 

HomK(R)(Y) Ho(Y)[O]) = HomR(Ho(Y), Ho(Y))" 

Choose a chain map g: Y -- p Ho (Y) [0] which corresponds to the identity on 

Ho(Y). Let f: Y{0} ---3 Ho(Y)[0] be a projective resolution of Ho(Y)[0]. Let 

aQ =f -lg :Y --* Y{0} be in D+(R). Then ao induces an isomorphism on Ho. 

Now form the following distinguished triangle 

FYa} Y{O} - F[-1}. 

Then the corresponding homology long exact sequence 

implies that 

We have 

.. D HH(F) "ý, HH(Y) cot, Hi(Y{0}) --.. . 

Hi (F) 
Hi(Y) i>0, 

= 
0 i<0. 

H1(F, H1(Y)) = HomK+(R)(F, Hl(Y)[-11)" 

By the universal coefficient spectral sequence, we have 

Hl(F, xi(Y)) = HomR(Hl(Y), xi(Y))" 

Let i: F -+ Hl (Y) [-1 ] represent the identity on Hl (Y), that is, 

i*: H1(F) = H1(Hi(Y)[-1]) = H1(Y). 
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Consider 

""" -3 HomK+(R)(F, H1(Y)[-1]) HomK+(R)(Y{O}[l], H1(Y)[-1]) 

-°*) HomK+(R)(Y(1], H1(Y)[-1]) -- ... , 

Then let 

k2 = ä*(i) E HomK+(ß) (Y{O}[1], H1(Y)[-1]). 

Form the following distinguished triangle 

Y{O}[, ] k2D- H1(Y)[-1] 7> Y{1} al Y{0}. 

From the following homology long exact sequence 

Hi(Y{1}) H=(Y{O}) k* H=(H1(Y)[-2]) ry` 

we find that 

Hi(Y) i<1, 

10 i>1. 

Then the following commutative diagram in K+(R) 

Y{0} [1] k2 3 H1(Y) [-1] 

Y{0} [1] F 

implies that there exists a morphism al: Y --3 Y{1} in K+(R) such that the 

following diagram commutes in K+(R). 

Y{0}[1] k2 ý` H1(Y)[-1]-r >Y{1} 
a'> Y{0} 

I 
id 

li I 
al 

lid 

Y{0}[1] -F Y- Y{0} 

Therefore, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

o HI(H1(Y)[-1]) Hl(Y{1})-> 0ý0 

0 , Hi (F) Hi(Y)-}0--e- 0 r 
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By the Five Lemma, we have al, is an isomorphism since i* is an isomorphism. 

Also, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

00 Ho(Y{1}) Ho(Y) 
11 1alý lid 

0'0' Ho(Y) ao` ' Ho(Y) 0 

By the Five Lemma, we have al, is an isomorphism. Assume that we have con- 

structed Y{n} such that the diagram 

Y{n} 
an 

y an 

an-I 

Y{n - 1} 

commutes, H2(Y{n}) =0 for i>n and an, : H2(Y) --f H2(Y{n}) is an isomor- 

phism for all i<n. Next we construct Y{n + 1}. We may change Y{n} up 

to q-isomorphism to assume that Y{n} is a chain complex of projective modules. 

Form the following distinguished triangle 

QY an Y{nj Q[-1]. 

Then it follows from the corresponding homology long exact sequence that 

Hi (Q) 
H=(Y) i>n, 

0i<n. 

The remainder of the proof continues as the case n=0. Hence, the theorem is 

proved. Q 

Note that inductively we can define k" to be the morphism Y{n - 2} [1] -p 
Hn_1(Y) [-n + 11 and k" is called the nth k-invariant of the chain complex Y. 

3.4 The Steenrod Algebra and its dual 

In this section, we define an analogue of the mod p Steenrod algebra. 
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Let P -k K[O] be a minimal projective resolution. It follows that there exists a 
L 

morphism P® K[O] -> K[O] and hence a morphism 
R 

O: K[O] ®K[O] =PL K[O] 

Also, note that in D(R), we have 

Klo] 0 
L (Klo] Klo]) L 

N (ý[o) ® K[0]) ®(K[o) ®K[o]). 
Therefore, 

K[o] ®K[o] ®K[o] = (P ®K[o]) ®(P ®]K[o]). 
RRKR 

since P ®K[0] =1[x[0] ®1[x[0]. 

L 
Note that the degree n part of the chain complex P® K[O] is P®®R K which is 

R 
free over K and d(P®OR K) =0 since P is minimal projective resolution. Using 

Künneth formula for complexes Theorem 1.2.23, we see that 

L L 
Tor (H=(P®K[0])ß Hj(P®K[0])) =0 RR 

L 
since H=(P (9 I[ß[0]) is free over K for each i. It follows that 

R 

Hn((P®K[0])®(P®K[O])) 
n 

0) Hi(P(9 I[ß[0]) ®KHn-i(P®K[0]). 
RKR 

i=O 
RR 

Moreover, the natural map R ---> K induces the following morphism 

rj : R[O] -) K[0]. 

Next we show that K[O] with the morphisms 0 and 77 is a commutative monoid 

in D+(f9) (R). Since X ®Y _Y ®X and X ®(Y (9 Z) =' (X ®Y) ®Z for any chain 
RRRRRR 

complexes X, Y and Z in D+(f9)(R) and because of Lemma 2.4.6, we see that 

K[0] 0 K[0] P0 K[O] = K[0] 0 P, 

(IK[01®V, [0])®K[o) = (P®K[O])0P RRRR 
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and 

K[o) ®(K[o) ®K[o)) ®(K[o) ®P). 

Therefore, we have the following commutative diagrams 

L 
(P®K[0])®P 

RR 

P®K[0]®PE (P®K[0])®P K[0]®P 
RRRRR 

P ®(K[0] ®P) 

L 
K[O]®P 

idý 

ý[0) ®P - K[o] ®P > K[oJ 

L 
P®K[O] 

R 

The above two commutative diagrams prove commutativity of the following diagram 

IIý[0] ®I[ý[o] ®1 
RR 

¢®idl 

L 

1[x[0] ®K[0] 

ý[o] K[o] ®K[o] 
R 

4 

K[0] 

Similarly, we can show that the following diagrams 

K[0] ® R[0] ia®n K[0] ® K[0] 

21 1 01 K[O] id K[0] 

K[o] mo[o] ®ý[o] ®id R[O] L0 

mo[o] K[O] 
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TL K[o] ®K[o] 1K[0] ®K[o] 

el 

ZO 

Klo) 
are commutative where r is the twist morphism. Hence, K[O] is a commutative 

monoid in D+(fg)(R). 

Note that we have the following morphism 

(K[0] ®K[O]) ®(K[o] ®1K[0]) N K[o} ®K[O} ®K[O] ®; a K[o] ®K[o]. 

We shall denote this morphism by A. Also, we have the following morphism 

K[O] ®K[O] K[o] ® R[O] ®K[O] ýdý®ýd K[O] ®K[O] ®K[O] 

(K[O] 0 K[O]) ®(K[O] 0 K[O]). 

We shall denote this morphism by T. Now if Y is a chain complex in D+(fg) (R), 

then we have the following morphism 

LL id ®71®id LL 
Y (3K[0]"' Y ®R[0] ®I[ß[0] Y ®I[ß[0] O K[0] 

RRRRR 
fýe 

(Y 0 K[o]) ®(K[o] ®K[o]). 
KR 

We shall denote this morphism by Q. Moreover, we have the following morphism 

R[o} ®K[o]s K[o) ®K[O]. 

We shall denote this morphism also by 77. We see that there are homomorphisms 

r= o* :H (K[O], K) ®K H (K[O], K) -f H (K[O], K) 

A= rj* :K --> H* (K[0], K) 

x*(K[O], K) ®K x*(K[ol , K) 

E= ¢*: H*(K[O], K) -K 

c= T* : H*(IK[O], K) H*(K[p}, ]I ) 

O= SL : H* (Y, K) --> H, t (Y, K) ®K H* (K [0] 
, K). 
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Since H*(K[0], K) is free over H*(R[0], K) = K, using [32, Theorem 17.8), we have 

that H* (K[O], K) is a Hopf algebra over K with commutative product P, unit A, 

coproduct E, counit e and antipode map c. Moreover, H,, (Y, K) is a comodule over 

H*(K[O], K) for any chain complex Y in D+(f9)(R) where SZ* is the coaction map. 

We have noted earlier that H*(K[O], K) = HomIc(H*(K[O], K), K) and since 

H*(K[O], K) is a graded projective K-module of finite type, then its dual H*(K[O], K) 

is a Hopf algebra over K with product E*, unit r-*, cocomutative coproduct P*, counit 

A* and antipode map c* by Theorem 1.1.25. Moreover, 

e*: H*(Y, K) ®K H*(K[O], K) -f H*(Y , K) 

defines the structure of a H*(IK[O], IfK)-module on H*(Y, K) by Theorem 1.1.24. 

Therefore, H*(Y, K) is a module over H*(K[O], K) for every chain complex Y in 

D+(fs) (R) 

Definition 3.4.1. The mod m Steenrod algebra A* is the graded K -module with 

A'= H' (K[0], IK) 

for all n. Note that A° =K and A' =' K ®" ""®K n-times where n is the size of 

minimal generating set of m. 

Remark 3.4.2. Observe that Theorem 2.4.13 implies that 

ýýý = H"(K[o], K) Ext' (K[O], K[O]) = HomD(R)(K[O], ]K[-n]). 

3.5 Definitions 

In this section, we give some definitions of new notions. 

From now on until the end of this chapter, we work in the derived category 

D+(fg) (R) of bounded below chain complexes Y whose homology modules Hi (Y) are 

of finite type and we will consider only chain complexes Y with Y=0 for all i<0 

and Ho(Y) ; 0. The condition Ho(Y) 0 corresponds to the Hurewicz dimension 

0 in [5]. 

We begin with definitions of concepts that are invariant in the derived category. 

In the following definitions, consider chain complexes X and Y as stated above. 
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Definition 3.5.1. A morphism a: X -f Y in D+(f9)(R) is a d-monomorphism if 

a*: Ho(X)®RK- 3 HO(Y)®RIII 

and 

a* : H,, (X) -* Hn, (Y) 

are monomorphisms for all n>0. 

Definition 3.5.2. Y is irreducible if any d-monomorphism a: X-)Y is a d- 

isomorphism. 

Definition 3.5.3. Y is atomic if any self morphism a: Y -> Y that induces an 

isomorphism on Ho is a d-isomorphism. 

Definition 3.5.4. Y is minimal atomic if it is atomic and any d-monomorphism 

a: X -* Y from an atomic chain complex X to Y is d-isomorphism. 

Definition 3.5.5. Y has no mod m detectable homology if the reduction morphism 

p: H"(Y) -) H,, (Y; K) is zero for all n>0. 

Definition 3.5.6. Y is H*-monogenic if H*(Y; K) is a cyclic module over the mod 

m Steenrod algebra A*. 

We will prove the following theorem later when we define the notion of a nuclear 

chain complex. 

Theorem 3.5.7. If Y is a chain complex and uE HO(Y) with 0 ii E Ho(Y, K), 

then there is a d-monomorphism a: X -* Y such that X is atomic with Ho(X) a 

cyclic R-module. 

The above theorem implies the following important result. 

Corollary 3.5.8. Every irreducible chain complex is atomic. 

3.6 Minimal atomic and irreducible chain com- 

plexes 

The first result in this section characterizes irreducible chain complexes Y which 

have Ho(Y) a cyclic I? -module. 
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Theorem 3.6.1. If Y is a chain complex with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module, then Y is 

irreducible if and only if Y has no mod m detectable homology. 

Proof. Suppose that Y is a chain complex with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module. Assume 

that Y is irreducible. Assume that Y has mod m detectable homology, that is, 

p: H"(Y) -* Hn(Y K) is non-zero for n>0. Then there is f: R[-n] -i Y 

such that 0 p(f) E H,, (Y, K). Thus, there exists 0 -4 a: Y --ý K[-n] where 

aE H" (Y, K). Form the following distinguished triangle 

y a} K[-n] RX ry > Y[-1] 

Then we have the following long exact sequence 

0 ->Hn+1(X) 
ry D Hn+1(Y[-1]) «., K Q"DH�(X) 

D 

It is clear that Y is irreducible if and only if Y[-1] is irreducible. Thus, 'y is d- 

monomorphism which is not d-isomorphism. This contradicts the fact that Y is 

irreducible. Hence, Y has no mod m detectable homology. 

Conversely, assume that Y has no mod m detectable homology. We show that 

Y is irreducible. Let a: X -) Y be a d-monomorphism. We claim that a is 

d-isomorphism. Let 

X >y Z-ý }X[-1] 

be a distinguished triangle. Thus, we have the following long exact sequence 

Hn(X) "* H�(Y) ß. H, (Z) ry* Hn_1(X)ý... 

Then it is clear that a is d-isomorphism if and only if HH(Z) is zero for all i. Suppose 

that ., (Z) 0. Let n be minimal such that Hn(Z) 0. Thus, pi: H,, (Z) -> 
H,, (Z, K) is non-zero. Now consider the following commutative diagram 

H7(Y) ß HH(Z) 

P21 1Pl HH(Y, K)ý, HH(Z, K) 

We have that , ßk is an epimorphism since a is d-monomorphism. Thus, p2 is not zero 

since pl is not by Lemma 1.1.16. This contradicts that Y has no mod m detectable 

homology. Therefore, H=(Z) is zero for all i. Hence, Y is irreducible. Q 
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Remark 3.6.2. If Ho(Y) is not a cyclic R-module, then Theorem 3.6.1 does not 
hold. For example, the chain complex R[0]®R[0] has no mod m detectable homology 

but is not irreducible since 

R[0] (O, id 
4) R[0] ® R[0] 

is a d-monomorphism which is not a d-isomorphism. 

We will now present some examples of irreducible chain complexes. 

Example 3.6.3. Let M be a cyclic R-module and consider the chain complex X= 

M[0]. Then clearly X has no mod m detectable homology with Ho(X) a cyclic 

R-module. Therefore, X is irreducible by Theorem 3.6.1. 

Example 3.6.4. A projective resolution P of a cyclic R-module M obviously has 

no mod m detectable homology. Hence, it is irreducible. 

Example 3.6.5. Consider the following chain complex Y 

0-ýR2R(DR- -0 

where R is in degree 1 and i is the map (0, id). Then it is clear that Ho(Y) =R is 

a cyclic R-module. Notice that Hi(Y) =0 for all i>0. Thus, the reduction map 

is zero for i>0. Therefore, Y has no mod m detectable homology. Hence, Y is 

irreducible. 

We now give the following interesting example. 

Example 3.6.6. Let R= Ec(x) be the exterior algebra over (C with generator x 

of degree one. Note that R is a noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m= xC. 
The residue field K= R/m C. Let Y be the following chain complex 

OAR SDR 5>R 50. 

Then it is clear that Ho(Y) _ C, H1(Y) =0 and H2(Y) = m. 

On the other hand, YL (C[0] is the following chain complex 
R 

0>C° cC °-C 0. 
L 

Therefore, we deduce that p: H2(Y) --f H2(Y ®(C[0]) is zero. Thus, Y has no mod R 

m detectable homology. Hence, Y is irreducible. 
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Theorem 3.6.7. Let Y be H*-monogenic. Then Y has no mod m detectable hom- 

ology. 

Proof. We have that Y is H*-monogenic. Thus, H*(K[0], K) -) H*(Y, K) is an 

epimorphism. Thus, H*(Y, K) --f H*(K[O], K) is monomorphism. Nov consider 

the following commutative diagram. 

H,, (Y) H,, (K[O]) 

PiI 
I 

P2 

H,, (Y, K) > Hn(K[O], K) 

It is clear that if n>0, then pl is zero by Lemma 1.1.16. Hence, Y has no mod m 

detectable homology. 0 

Remark 3.6.8. The converse of Theorem 3.6.7 fails to hold. Consider the chain 

complex Y= R2[0]. Then it is obvious Y has no homology detected by mod m 

homology. However, Y is not H*-monogenic since H°(Y, K) = K2 and A° = K. 

Nov we give some examples of H*-monogenic chain complexes. 

Example 3.6.9. The chain complex R[O] is an H*-monogenic since H*(R[0], K) = 
K= A*/I where I is the ideal of the augmentation map A*: A* )KK. 

Example 3.6.10. Since H*(K[O], K) = A*, then the chain complex I[ß[0] is clearly 

an H*-monogenie 
. 

We present now a less obvious example. 

Example 3.6.11. Consider the polynomial ring R[X, Y] in two variables over the 

real numbers and the maximal ideal m= (X2 + 1, Y). Let R=R [X, Y](X2+l, y) be 

the localization of R[X, Y] at the prime ideal (X2 + 1, Y). Then it is clear that the 

residue field K=C. Now let M= R/(Y)R. Consider the chain complex M[0]. 

Nov to calculate H*(C[O], C), we resolve C[O] with the following minimal free chain 

complex 

0 Rf-. R®R- 9-R'0. 
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where g(l, 0) = X2 + 1, g(0,1) =Y and f (1) = (Y, -X2 - 1). Therefore, 

(C i=0,2, 

HZ((C[0], (C) _ (C2 i=1, 

0 otherwise. 

Hence, A* = Ec(el, e2) 

Similarly, we resolve A11[0] with the following minimal free chain complex 

0>R hR30. 

where h(1) = Y. So 

c i=0,1, 
Hz(M[0], C) = 

10 otherwise. 

Therefore, H*(M[O], (C) = , 
A*/, A*el. Hence, M[O] is H*-monogenic. 

92 

We now give an example that motivates the characterization of minimal atomic 

chain complexes. 

Example 3.6.12. Let M be an R-module which is not a cyclic and consider the 

chain complex Y= M[0]. Then it is clear that Y is atomic by Definition 3.5.3. 

But there is no reason why Y is irreducible. For example, the chain complex Y= 

R[O] ® R[O] is obviously an atomic chain complex but Remark 3.6.2 shows that Y is 

not irreducible. 

Observe that the chain complex R[O] ® R[0] in Remark 3.6.2 is an example of an 

atomic chain complex that is not irreducible as well as not minimal atomic. 

We come now to the following important result which proves that minimal atomic 

chain complexes and irreducible chain complexes are the same. 

Theorem 3.6.13. A chain complex Y is irreducible if and only if it is minimal 

atomic 

Proof. Assume that Y is irreducible. We show that Y is minimal atomic. Y is 

atomic by Corollary 3.5.8. Let a: X --> Y be a d-monomorphism with X atomic. 
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It is clear that a is a d-isomorphism since Y is irreducible. Hence, Y is minimal 

atomic. 

Conversely, assume that Y is minimal atomic. We prove that Y is irreducible. Let 

a: Z -> Y be a d-monomorphism. Then there is a d-monomorphism, ß :X --> Z 

such that X is atomic. Thus, the composite a, ß is d-monomorphism with X atomic. 

Hence, a, ß is d-isomorphism since Y is minimal atomic. This implies that a induces 

an epimorphism on homology modules. Therefore a is d-isomorphism. Hence, Y is 

irreducible. Q 

Example 3.6.14. Example 3.6.3, Example 3.6.4, Example 3.6.5 and Example 3.6.6 

are examples of minimal atomic chain complexes using Theorem 3.6.13. 

Theorem 3.6.15. A chain complex Y with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module is minimal 

atomic if and only if Y{n} is minimal atomic for each n>0. 

Proof. We have the following commutative diagram 

HZ(Y) > Hi(Y{n}) 

i Pl jP2 H=(Y, III) - Hi(Y{n}, K) 

Now assume that Y is minimal atomic. Then pl is zero since Y is irreducible by 

Theorem 3.6.13 and thus it has no homology detected by mod m homology by 

Theorem 3.6.1. Since the top horizontal map is an epimorphism for all i, in fact it 

is an isomorphism for all i<n by Theorem 3.3.1, we have that p2 is zero by Lemma 

1.1.16. Hence, Y{n} is minimal atomic for each n>0. Conversely, assume that 

Y{n} is minimal atomic, that is, p2 = 0. By Lemma 1.1.16, it suffices to show that 

the bottom horizontal map is a monomorphism. But H=(Y, K) = H1(Y{n}, K) for 

all i<n by the Derived Whitehead Theorem. Therefore, induction shows that pl 

is zero. Hence, Y is minimal atomic. Q 

Definition 3.6.16. The k-invariants of Y detect its homology if each k-invariant 

kn+2: Y{n}[1] -- f H1, +1(Y)[-n - 1], n>0 of a Postnikov tower {Y{mi}} induces 

an epimorphism 

Hn+l (Y{n} [1], K) -f Hn+, (Hn+, (Y) [-n - 1], K) - Hn+l (Y) OR K. 
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Theorem 3.6.17. A chain complex Y with H0(Y) a cyclic R-module is irreducible 

if and only if the k-invariants of Y detect its homology. 

Proof. We show that the chain complex Y is irreducible if and only if each k-invariant 

kn+z : Y{n} [1] -p H,, +1(Y) [-n - 1], n>0 of a Postnikov tower {Y{n}} induces 

an epimorphism 

Hn, +l (Y{n} [1], K) ) Hn+, (Hn+, (Y) [-n - 1] , 
K) ^_' Hn+l (Y) OR K. 

Consider the following distinguished triangle 

Y{n}[1] kn+3 Hn, +l(Y)[-n -1] 
> Y{n + 1} ý"+'- Y{n}. 

Then we have the following commutative diagram 

Y{n} [1] Y{n} [1] ® K[O] 

kn+2 kn+2®idI 

Hn+i(Y)[-n - 1] Hn+i(Y)[-n - 1] ®K[0] 
R 

ry®idI 

Y{n-I-1} Y{n+1}®K[0] 
R 

Qn+l ßn+l®idl 

Y{n} Y{n} ®1[x[0] 

Therefore, we have the following commutative diagram 

Y 

H�+1(Y{n}[1]) H,, +1(Y{n}[1] ®I[ß[0]) 
R 

I k*+2 (km+2®id)* 

. ll 

H,, +1(H, ß+1(Y)[-n - 1]) Hn+i(Hn+i(Y)[ -n - 1] ®K[O]) R 

L Hn+l(Y{n + 1}) P2 Hn+l(Y{n + 1} 0I[ß[0]) 
R 

Y 
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in which the columns are exact. Note that pl is just reduction mod m where 

L 
Hn+1 ýHn+ý ýý') [-n - 1J ®ltý[0)) = Hn+l (Y) ®R K. 

R 

Therefore, if (kn+2 ® id)* is an epimorphism for each n>0, then p2 is zero for each 

n>0 since ('y 0 id)* is zero. Thus, Y is minimal atomic by Theorem 3.6.15 and 

hence irreducible by Theorem 3.6.13. 

Conversely, if Y is irreducible, hence has no mod m detectable homology by The- 

orem 3.6.1, then Y is minimal atomic and thus Y{n} is minimal atomic. Therefore, 

P2 is zero and it follows that (-y ® id), is zero. Hence, (k"+2 ® id), is an epimor- 

phism. 0 

3.7 Nuclear chain complexes 

In this section, for n>0, the n+ 1-skeleton, Y["+11, of a chain complex Y is defined 

to be the mapping cone of a map äz : J,,, > Y[n], where Jn, is a finite direct sum of 

copies of R. 

Definition 3.7.1. A nuclear chain complex is a free chain complex Y in which 

Yo=Rand 

Ker(än* : Hn(®R[-n]) -p Hn(Ylnl )) Cm Hn(®R[-n]) 

for each n. 

Observe that Y is nuclear if and only if each n-skeleton Y[n] for n>0 is nuclear. 

We now give some examples of nuclear chain complexes. 

Example 3.7.2. R[0] is an example of a nuclear chain complex. 

Example 3.7.3. Consider the following Koszul chain complex Y 

O>RXR >0 

where R concentrated in degrees 1 and 0 and xEm is a nonzero divisor on R. Then 

it is clear that H0(Y) = R/xR is a cyclic R-module and Ker(öo* : Ho(R[O]) --> 
Ho(Y[°])) = 0. Therefore, Y is nuclear. 
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Example 3.7.4. The chain complex Y in Example 3.6.6 is also nuclear. 

Definition 3.7.5. A core of a chain complex Y is a nuclear chain complex X 

together with a d-monomorphism a: X -p Y. 

Proposition 3.7.6. A nuclear chain complex is atomic. 

Proof. Let Y be a nuclear chain complex and let a: Y -f Y be a morphism 

that induces an isomorphism on H°. We must show that a is a d-isomorphism 

or equivalently, YE"] > YE"] is a d-isomorphism for each n. Since a induces 

an isomorphism on H0, we see that at: H=(Y[°]) -) HH(Y1°1) an isomorphism 

for all i. Assume inductively that a: Y["] , y[n] is a d-isomorphism. Now 

we claim that a: Y['+']) Y[n+l] is a d-isomorphism. It suffices to show that 

Hq (Y[n+i]) * H. (Y[n+1]) is an isomorphism for q=n and q=n+1. We have that 

® R[-n] a y[n] - y[n+i] ,® R[-n - 1] 

is a distinguished triangle. We see that a induces the following commutative dia- 

gram. 

® R[-n] a" 
- y[n] y[n+ll -® R[-n - 1] 

iI 
jii_ii 

® R[-n] on y[n] y[-+'] -® R[-n -1] 
There results the following commutative diagram. 

0 H, i+I(y[T1+11) Hn, (®R[-n]) Hn(y[n]) Hn(y[n+ll) 0 

0 -ý H, +l(y[n+']) _ Hn(®R[-n]) , Hn(yy[n]) Hn(y[n+']) 0 

It suffices to prove that f,,: Hn(®R[-n]) -3 Hn(®R[-n]) is an isomorphism by 

the Five Lemma. We have the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

H,, (® R[-n]) any Hn(Y[n]) HH(Y[rz+l]) r0 

Hn(®R[-n]) "', Hn(Y[n]) Hn(Y[n+i]) 0 

The right vertical arrow is an epimorphism by diagram chasing. Therefore, it is an 

isomorphism since epimorphic endomorphism of a finitely generated module over a 
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commutative ring R is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.1.13. This implies that right 

vertical arrow is an isomorphism in the following commutative diagram 

0->Kerä,, * H7z(®R[-n]) > Iman, >0 

0 Ker a,,, 1-H,, ((DR[-n]) Im än* -0 

After tensoring with K, the inclusion i becomes 0 since 

Ker(an, t : Hn(®R[-n]) ---f H,,, (Y[nj)) CmH,, (®R[-n]). 

Therefore, f* ® idK is an isomorphism. This implies that f* is an isomorphism. 

Hence, Y is an atomic. 0 

Remark 3.7.7. The converse of Proposition 3.7.6 does not hold in general. Consider 

the following chain complex Y 

0>1> Rý0 

in which I is an ideal of R in degree 1 and i is the inclusion map. We see that Y 

has no mod m detectable homology and since H0(Y) = R/I is a cyclic R-module, Y 

is irreducible by Theorem 3.6.1. Hence, Y is atomic by Theorem 3.6.13. However, 

Y is not nuclear since it is not free chain complex. 

The following result shows that a core of a chain complex whose zero homology 

is cyclic exists. 

Theorem 3.7.8. Let Y be a chain complex with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module. Then 

there is a core a: X --*Y. 

Proof. We have that Ho(Y) is a cyclic R-module. We may change Y up to q- 

isomorphism to assume that Yo = R. Let Xo =R and define ao :R --b R by 

1i)1. Assume inductively that we have constructed X II and an :X I'i 
--* Y that 

induces monomorphism on homology modules in dimension less than n. Choose a 

minimal (finite) set of generators for the kernel of a,,,,: H,, (X ["l) 
-> &(Y). Let 

Jn be the sum of a copy of R for each chosen generator, and let 

Vn : Jri 
=® R[-n, -) 

XEnl 
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represent the chosen generators. Define X["+1] to be the mapping cone of a, 

ED R[-n] a" X[n] - X[n+l] 

We see that the composite 

®R[-n] , y[n] -ý Y 

is zero. Notice that for Y there is a distinguished triangle 

Y id 

Now consider the following commutative diagram of solid lines. 

® R[-n] X[n] - X[n+ll 
an+l 

0Y 

Then there exists an+l :X ["+1j 
-, ) Y making the diagram commute. Note that 

the morphism X [n] 
-p X En+l1 induces an isomorphism on H2 for i<n and an 

epimorphism on H,,. By construction, we deduce that a, a+l induces a monomorphism 

on H= for i<n. On passage to colimit, we obtain a: X --- pY that induces 

monomorphism on all homology modules. The minimality of the chosen set of 

generators ensures that 

Ker(än,,: H,, (®R[-n]) -f Hn(X["l)) C mHn(®R[-n]) 

holds which means that X is nuclear. Hence, there is a core a: X -> YQ 

We now give a proof of Theorem 3.5.7, which shows that the core of any chain 

complex always exists without restriction to cyclicity of the zeroth homology. 

Proof of Theorem 3.5.7. Let uE Ho(Y) = Yo/B0(Y) such that 0LUE HO(Y, K). 

Lift it to an element üE Yo. Then it is clear that 

(u) = R/I C Ho(Y) = Yo/Bo(Y) 

for some ideal IER. Let X0 = R. Define ao :R ---) Yo by 1i ii. As- 

sume inductively that we have constructed X Il and an, :X I'l -) Y that induces 
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monomorphism on homology modules in dimension less than n. Choose a minimal 
finite set of generators for the kernel of an, t : Hn(X [nl) 

-) H,, (Y). Nov we continue 

as in the proof of Theorem 3.7.8 to end up with a nuclear chain complex X and a 
d-monomorphism a: X -> Y Therefore, X is atomic by Proposition 3.7.6. Hence, 

there is a d-monomorphism a: X->Y such that X is atomic with Ho (X) a cyclic 
R-module. 0 

The proof of Proposition 3.7.6 can be adapted to show the following result. 

Proposition 3.7.9. Let X and Y be nuclear chain complexes and let a: X -> Y 

be a core of Y. Then a is a d-isomorphism. 

Proof. It is obvious that H° (X [°]) ) H° (Y 1°1) is an isomorphism. Thus, Hk (X 1°1) 

Hk (Y[°]) is an isomorphism for all k. Now assume that a: X111 --> YN is a d- 

isomorphism. We show that a: X In+ll ) Y["+11 is a d-isomorphism. It suffices to 

show that Hq (X ["+1]) ý Hq (Y[n+l]) is an isomorphism for q= it and q= it + 1. 

There is a commutative diagram of distinguished triangles. 

Jn, =® R[-n] in > X[n] 3 X[n+l1 
3'f aI aý 

V 

K. = ®R[-n] y[nj > y[n+l] 

There results the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

o Hn+, (X[n+l]) , Hn(Jn) Hn(X[n]) H (X[n+1]) 0 

0 Hn+l(Y[n+l]) , H, (Kn) -- HH(Y[n]) -_, - Hn(Y[n+l]) _3 0 

By the Five Lemma, it suffices to show that fk is an isomorphism. We have the 

following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

Hn(Jn) _H n 
(X[nl) } Hn(X[n+ll) 0 

y 
HH(Kn) - . �(Y["]) Hn(Y[n+I]) 0 
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The right vertical arrow is an epimorphism by diagram chasing. Consider the fol- 

lowing diagram 

j_jn(X[n+i]) Hn(X ) 

y 
Hn (Y[n+ll) Hn (Y) 

We see that the right vertical arrow is monomorphism. Thus, the left vertical ar- 

row is monomorphism, hence isomorphism. Thus, the right vertical arrow is an 

isomorphism in the following diagram 

p -ý Kerjn,. ii 
i- H,, (J,, ) - Im j,,. '0 

I If- I- 
p, Ker kn, 2 H,,, (Kn, ) -} Im kn, -0 

We see that the maps il and i2 become 0 after tensoring with K. Therefore f* 

idK is an isomorphism. This implies that f* is an isomorphism. Hence, c is a 

d-isomorphism. Q 

In Proposition 3.7.6, we showed that a nuclear chain complex is atomic and now 

with the aid of Proposition 3.7.9, we give the following strong result. 

Theorem 3.7.10. A nuclear chain complex is minimal atomic. 

Proof. Let Y be a nuclear chain complex. We prove that Y is minimal atomic. Y 

is atomic by Proposition 3.7.6. Let a: X -f Y be a d-monomorphism where X 

is atomic. We show that a is d-isomorphism. Let 3: Z -p X be a core of X. 

Therefore, the composite aß: Z -> Y is a core of Y. Hence, a, ß is d-isomorphism 

by Proposition 3.7.9. Thus, a must induce an epimorphism on homology and so it is 

an isomorphism. Therefore, a is a d-isomorphism. Hence, Y is minimal atomic. 0 

Theorem 3.7.11. The following conditions on a chain complex Y are equivalent. 

(i) Y is minimal atomic. 

(ii) Any core of Y is a d-isomorphism. 

(iii) Y is d-isomorphic to a nuclear chain complex. 
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Proof. First we show that (i) implies (ii). So assume that Y is minimal atomic. Let 

a: X -f Y be a core of Y. Then a is d-isomorphism since Y is minimal atomic. 

Hence, (i) implies (ii). Next we show that (ii) implies (iii). Assume any core of Y is 

d-isomorphism. Let a: X -f Y be a core of Y. That is, X is nuclear and a induces 

monomorphism on homology groups. Thus, a is a d-isomorphism. Therefore, Y is 

d-isomorphic to a nuclear chain complex. Hence, (ii) implies (iii). Now we show that 

(iii) implies (i). Assume that Y is d-isomorphic to a nuclear chain complex. That 

is, there exists a nuclear chain complex X and a d-isomorphism a: X -f Y. We 

have that X is nuclear and thus minimal atomic by Theorem 3.7.10. We claim that 

Y is minimal atomic. We show that Y is atomic. Let 0: Y -º Y be a morphism 

that induces an isomorphism on Ho. We show that 0 is d-isomorphism. Consider 

the following diagram of solid arrows. 

ct 
ýa 

y o>y 
We have that a is d-isomorphism. Thus, there exists a morphism O: X -* X which 

induces an isomorphism on Ho. But X is atomic. Thus, ' is a d-isomorphism. 

Hence, 0 is a d-isomorphism. Therefore, Y is atomic. Let 8: Z -* Y be a d- 

monomorphism, where Z is atomic. We show that ,ß is d-isomorphism. Consider 

the following diagram. 

Z 

XY 

Therefore there exists y: Z -p X which is d-monomorphism. But X is minimal 

atomic. Therefore, -y is d-isomorphism. Thus, ß is d-isomorphism. Hence, Y is 

minimal atomic, showing that (iii) implies (i). 0 

Nov we have the following lemma which characterizes minimal chain complexes. 

Lemma 3.7.12. A chain complex (Y, d) is minimal if and only if the inclusion of 

skeleta i: y[n] , YEn+l1 induces an isomorphism 

in: Hn, (Y[n], K) -) Hn(Y[n+1], K) = H,, (Y, IK) 
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for each n. 

Proof. We may change Y up to q-isomorphism to suppose that Y is a chain complex 

of projective modules. Assume that Y is minimal, that is, d,, ® idK =0 for each n. 
We always have that i,,: Hn(Y[ ), K) -ý H7z(YI'+l], K) is an epimorphism. Since Y 

is minimal, we have that 

2. n: Hn(Y[n], K) = Yn OR K> Hn(Y[n+l], K) = Yn OR K 

is an epimorphism and hence i,, is an isomorphism for each n. Conversely, assume 

that i,, is an isomorphism for each n. We show that Y is minimal and we do that 

by induction. At 0, we have that 

Ho(Y[°>> K) = Yo OR K Ho(Y['], K) = (Yo OR K)/ Im(di ® idK). 

Therefore, Im(di ® idK) = 0. Thus, dl ® idK = 0. Assume that d,, ® idK = 0. We 

claim that do+l ® idK = 0. We have that 

Hn(Y[n], K) = Y®OR K HT(Y[n+l], K) _ (Y®OR K)/ Im(dn, +, ® idK)" 

Therefore, Im(d,,. 1(9 idiK) = 0. Thus, do+l 0 idK = 0. Hence, Y is minimal. Q 

Lemma 3.7.13. Let Y be a chain complex with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module. Then Y 

is nuclear if and only if p: Hn(Y[n]) -f HH, (Y[ ], IK) is zero for n>0. 

Proof. First note that we have the following distinguished triangle 

®R[-n] y[n] y[n+ll ry ®R[-n - 1]. 

Thus, we have the following commutative diagram with exact rows. 

0- Hn+, (Y1n+I]) ry* H, ti(®R[-n]) > Hn(Y1n1) 

PiI P21 PW 

0 Hn+1(Y1n+l] 
, 
K) > H, n(®R[-n], K) Hn (y[n], K) 

Nov assume that Y is nuclear. That is, Ker(a*) Cm Hn(®R[-n]) for each n. 
But Ker(a*) = Im('y*). Let yEH,, +1(YH1+1]). Therefore, p2('y*(y)) = 0. Thus, 

pl(y) = 0. Hence, p: H,, (YEnI) -f Hn(Y[ ], K) is zero for n>0. Conversely, 

assume that p: H,, (Y[ ]) 
--v H, ti(YF"I, K) is zero for n>0. Then Im(-y) C Ker(p2). 

But Ker(p2) =m Hn(®R[-n]). Thus, Ker(ci) CmH,, (®R[-n]). Hence, Y is 

nuclear. 0 
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Remark 3.7.14. Note that p2 is an epimorphism. Therefore, when Y is nuclear, 

H7z(®R[-n], K) -* Hn, (Y[n1, K) is zero. This implies that Y is minimal by Lemma 

3.7.12 

Theorem 3.7.15. Let Y be a chain complex with Ho(Y) a cyclic R-module. Then 

Y is nuclear if and only if it satisfies 

(i) Y has no mod m detectable homology, 

(ii) Y is minimal chain complex. 

Proof. Assume that Y is nuclear. Remark 3.7.14 shows that Y is minimal chain 

complex. Consider the following commutative diagram. 

Hn, (Y["1) H,, (Y) 

PiI 
I 

P2 

HR (Y ["], K) Hn (Y, K) 

The top arrow is an epimorphism. Since Y is nuclear, we have pl is zero for n>0 

by Lemma 3.7.13. Thus, p2 is zero by Lemma 1.1.16. Hence, Y has no mod m 

detectable homology. 

Conversely, assume that (i) and (ii) hold. Thus, the bottom arrow is an isomor- 

phism and p2 is zero for n>0 in the above commutative diagram. Thus, pl is zero 

for n>0. Hence, Y is nuclear by Lemma 3.7.13. Q 

Example 3.7.16. Using Theorem 3.7.15, the chain complex Y in Example 3.7.3 is 

nuclear since if we tensor Y with K, we will have that x® idK is zero since xE in 

and thus Y is minimal. Also, notice that Ho(Y) = R/xR is a cyclic R-module, 

Hl (Y) =0 since X is a nonzero divisor and Hl (Y, K) =K and thus the reduction 

map p is just a zero map. Therefore, Y has no mod m detectable homology. 

Example 3.7.17. The chain complex Y in Example 3.6.6 is nuclear since Y has no 

mod C detectable homology and is minimal. 

Example 3.7.18. Let R= Ec(x). Let Y be the following chain complex 

x>R xýR 
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that is, R in each degree with multiplication by x as differential. Then it is clear 

that 

i=0, 
Hi (Y) = 

0 otherwise. 

Thus, Y has no mod C detectable homology. Since x0 idC = 0, Y is minimal. 

Hence, Y is nuclear by Theorem 3.7.15. 

Example 3.7.19. Note that Example 3.6.4 is not nuclear since it is not minimal. 

Therefore, we deduce that minimal projective resolution of a cyclic R-module is 

nuclear. 

Nov we give the following description of minimal atomic chain complexes. 

Theorem 3.7.20. The following conditions on a chain complex Y with Ho(Y) a 

cyclic R-module are equivalent. 

(i) Y is minimal atomic. 

(ii) Any d-isomorphism a: X -) Y from a minimal chain complex X to Y is a 

core of Y. 

(iii) A minimal chain complex d-isomorphic to Y is nuclear. 

Proof. We prove that (i) implies (ii). Assume that Y is minimal atomic. Let 

a: X -) Y be a d-isomorphism from a minimal chain complex X to Y. We 

show that X is nuclear. We have that X is minimal atomic, hence irreducible by 

Theorem 3.6.13, since a is d-isomorphism. Thus, X has no mod m detectable hom- 

ology by Theorem 3.6.1. Hence, X is nuclear by Theorem 3.7.15. It is clear that (ii) 

implies (iii). Next we show that (iii) implies (i). Let X be a minimal chain complex 

d-isomorphic to Y. Assume X is nuclear. Then X is minimal atomic by Theorem 

3.7.10. Hence, Y is minimal atomic. Q 



Chapter 4 

The Adams Spectral Sequence For 

Chain Complexes 

In this chapter, we assume that R is a commutative noetherian local ring with 

maximal ideal m and residue field K. Consider the derived category D+(f9) (R) of 
bounded below chain complexes of finite type. Assume that all chain complexes are 

connective. 

In this chapter, we set up the Adams spectral sequence for chain complexes in 

D+(fg) (R) and discuss its convergence and give some examples. 

4.1 Setting up the spectral sequence 

Before we start we need to set up some notation. We will use subscripts to denote 

different chain complexes, rather than the modules in a single chain complex, unless 

otherwise stated. That is, when we write Y, we mean a chain complex not the 

module in degree n of a chain complex. Likewise we will use superscripts to denote 

different chain complexes rather than the modules in a single cochain complex. That 

is, when we write Y", we mean a chain complex not the module in degree n of a 

cochain complex. 

105 
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Definition 4.1.1. A mod m Adams resolution for a chain complex Y is a diagram 

y_ yß° 
131 132 

o yl -< y2 < 

Lo L1 L2 

L 
where each Ls = Y® ® K[0], a, * is onto and each 

R 

Ys+1 P3 
' Ys as 

' Ls -ý Ys+l [-1] 

is a distinguished triangle. 

Lemma 4.1.2. Let Y be a chain complex. Then Y admits a mod m Adams resolu- 

tion. 

Proof. Let Yo = Y. Consider the canonical morphism 

L id 077 L 
Yo - Yo 0 R[0] ) Yo 0 K[0] = Lo. 

Let ao = id 077. Form the following distinguished triangle 

Yl ao_ Yo «o_ L0 > YI[-11. 

Now we claim that ao* is onto. Note that 

o H"(Lo, K) = H"(Y (9K[O], K) 

= H"(RHomR(Yo ® ]IS[O], K[0])) 

L 

= HomK(Hf(Yo (9 K[0], K), K). 

Let P -- ) K[0] be a minimal projective resolution and Q --f Yo be a minimal 

projective resolution. Then 

Yo ®K[o] ®K[0] 5= (Yo ®K[0]) ®(K[o] ®K[o]) 
RRRKR 

`- (Q ®K[0]) O(P ®K[0]). 

since Q K[0] = Yo ®K[0] and P ®]Iý[0] = K[O] K[O]. Note that the degree n part RRRR 
L 

of the chain complex Q0 K[O] is Qn OR K which is free over K and d(Q®OR K) =0 
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since Q is a minimal projective resolution. Using the Künneth formula for complexes 

Theorem 1.2.23, we see that 

Tor (H=(Q 0IK[0]), Hj (P 0IK[0])) =0 RR 

L 
since Hi(Q0K[0]) is free over K for each i. It follows that 

R 

L 
Hn, ((Q ®K[0]) ®(P 

®I[ß[0])) Ti 

`=-' ®Hi(Q ®K[0]) ®F, Hf, _i(P (9 I[ß[0]). 
RKR 

i_O 
RR 

Therefore, 

L 
H1 (Lo, K) = H" (Yo (D K[O], K) 

HomK(Hn(Yo ® K[0] ® K[01), K) 

nLL 

= HomK(®Hi(Q ®K[0]) ®K H�-=(P ®K[0]), K) 
i=o 

n 

= ®HomK(Hi(Q 0 K[0], K) OK H�-i(P ®K[0]), K) 
i=o 

® Homo Hi ® K[O]), K) OK HomKý Hn_i P0 K[O], K 
i=0 

n 
®H= (Q, X) OK H'-'(P, K) 
i=o 

n 
® H'(Yo, K) OK Hn-t(ý[0]ý 
i=o 

Thus, we deduce that 

H* (Lo, K) H* (Yo, K) ®K A* 

where A* is the Steenrod algebra. Now it is clear that ao* is onto. We can deduce 

that Lo is a connective chain complex of finite type. From the following homology 

long exact sequence, 

->Hn(Y1)-fHn(Yo)-'Hn(Lo)-) H,, 
-, 

(Yi)-9... 

we deduce that Yl is a connective chain complex of finite type. The lemma now 

follows by induction. Q 

Now we give the main theorem of this chapter. 
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Theorem 4.1.3. Let Y be a connective chain complex. Then there exists a spectral 

sequence {Er, d,. } with the following properties. 

(i) d: E, 1,1 e Es+r, t+r-1 for all r, s, t. 

(ii) E2, t = ExtÄ; (H* (Y, K), K). 

(iii) E; +1 C ET"t for r>s and nr>sET, t =E. 

(iv) There is a associated decreasing filtration 

He-s(Y) = F°He-s(Y) D F'Ht-, (Y) D ... D FSHt_S(Y) D ... . 

Remark 4.1.4. The above construction of Adams spectral sequence is natural. 

That is, if a: Y ---> Y' is a morphism, then we have the following commutative 

diagram 
L 

Yi Yo ` Yo®K[0] -Y1[-1] R 

a1 a0 ao®idxj al[-1] 

L 
Yi Yo, Yo '(& K[O] -> Yi[-1] 

R 

since the middle square is commutative. By induction, we construct morphisms 

c: Y, 2 --f Y,, ' for n>0. Therefore, we have a morphism of spectral sequences of Y 

and Y'. In particular, if a: Y ---3 Y' is an isomorphism, then we get an isomorphism 

of the spectral sequences of Y and Y. Consequently, we deduce that the filtration 

of H*(Y) is independent of Adams resolution. 

Remark 4.1.5. Theorem 4.1.3 does not say that the Adams spectral sequence 

converges. We need to have some conditions which guarantee the convergence. We 

will discuss this in detail after the proof of the theorem. 

Proof. Consider the following distinguished triangle 

ý'S+ý as 
' 1's as ' LS ' Ys+i [-1]. 

Then we have the following homology long exact sequence 

Ht-s(Ys+i) R3ý} He-s(YS) mss., Ht-s(L3) - ... 
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Define D7, t = Ht_s(YS) and El't = Ht_s(L3). Thus, we have the following exact 

couple 

Dl =1 Dl 

ki 

zi 

E1 

where 
il: D1s+l'+' Dls, t 

ji: Di 't -ý El°t 

and 

ki : El ,t D' +"t 

This exact couple determines a spectral sequence {Er, dr} where E,. +1 = H(Er, d, ) 

and d, :E ,t) ET+r, t+' -1 Thus, we have proved (i). Now notice that we have the 

following short exact sequence 

0 , H*(Ys+1[-1], K) > H*(L3, K) c s*' H*(Y5, K) ' 0. 

since a, * is onto for each s. Gluing these together, we get the following long exact 

sequence 

--) H*(L2[-2], K) -f H*(Li[-1], K) ) H*(Lo, K) ) H*(YK) ) 0. 

which is a free A*-resolution for H*(Y, K) since each H*(Ls[-s], K) is free A*-module 

and the maps are A*-maps. Thus, we have a resolution which is needed to identify 

E2 

't = Ei t-SýLS) 

= Ht, (Y S, K) 

Homx(Ht-s(ys, K), K) 

Homt s(H*(Ys, III), K) 

HomÄ. (H*(Ys, K) 
® 

A*, K) 

HomÄ. s (H* (Ls, K), K) 

HomÄ* (H* (LS [-s], K), K). 
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The boundary dl is induced by the morphism 

Ls Y, +, -> Ls+i 

where LS --f Ys+l has degree -1. Now we have the following commutative diagram, 

in which the vertical maps are induced by the morphisms Ls -3 LS+1 of degree -1. 

Ht-s+l(L, s-1) _> HomÄ. (H*(Ls-1[-s + 1], K), K) 

dlI I Ht-, (L, ) HomÄ. (H*(Ls[-s], K), K) 

dl II He-s-i (Ls+i) Homt . (H*(Ls+i [-s - 1], K), K) 

Therefore, 

EZ't = ExtÄ, (H*(Y, K), K). 

Hence, we have proved (ii). We have EZ°t =0 if s<0 and thus E ,t=0 if s<0. 

Since d, has bidegree (r, r- 1), no differential map into E,, ' if r>s. Therefore, 

there is a monomorphism E1> Er, t when r>s and thus 

r" fl E,,, t = Eoo't 
r>s 

Filter Ht_s(Y) by letting 

F3HH_S(Y) = Im(Ht-, (Y, ) ) Ht-s(Y)). 

Then it is clear that we have the following decreasing filtration 

He-s(Y) = F°Ht-3(Y) D F'Ht-, (Y) D ... J F3Ht-, (Y) D ... 

Hence, we have proved the theorem. 0 

Now we will discuss convergence. Note that using Lemma 1.4.8, we have for each 

r the following short exact sequence 

0 -p Ds°*/ Ker(ir : Ds, * Ds-' *) + iDs+i, * L Es, * +l 

Im(i': DS+r+1, * 
_) 

D"1, *) fl Ker(i: D'+1, * 
_) 

Ds, *\ )0. 
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Now letting r go to infinity, Ave see that the left hand term stabilizes when r=s 

since is : Ds, * > Do, *. Therefore, we have the following short exact sequence 

0 s* s. DS* Do, *) s+'* L E* 

n Im(ir : DS+r+1, * 
-> DS+1'*) (1 Ker(i: DS+1, * ) Da, *) 3 

r 

Lemma 4.1.6. There are monomorphisms 

0) F'Ht_s(Y)IF'S+1He-s(Y) Ems. 

Proof. It suffices to show that 

FSHt-s(Y)/FS+lHt-, (Y)!: �' Ds, */ Ker(iS : Ds, * -j D°'*) + iDs+i, * 

Note that FsH1_s(Y) = isDS, t and Fs 4Ht_S(Y) = i(iSDs+l't+l) We have the 

following commutative diagram 

0 Ker is + iDs+l, * > Ds, * D5, */ Ker is + iDs+l, * 0 

is is 
IpI 

0 is+1Ds+i, * iSDS, * F'/F'+' 0 

in which each row is exact. We see that the middle vertical map is is epimorphism 

and thus is is epimorphism. Next we show that is is also a monomorphism. Let 

d= a+ (Ker is + iDs+l, *) and 6= b+ (Ker is + iDs+l, *) be in Ds, */ Ker is + iDs+l, * 

Assume that is (ä) = is (b). We claim that a=b. We have that 

i3(a) + is+1Ds+i, * _ is(b) + is+'Ds+i, * 

Then is(a - b) E is+1Ds+l, * This implies that either is(a - b) E is+lDs+l, * 

is(iDs+l, *), that is, a-bE iDs+l, *, or is(a - b) = 0, that is, a-bE Keris. In both 

cases, we have that a=b. Hence, there are monomorphisms 

-o o -3 FSHI-s(Y)/FS 4HL-5(Y) -ý 13 

Remark 4.1.7. Let 

Cs, t = Coker[FsHt-s(Y)IF'+lHt-s(Y) --3 EJ 
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where s>0 and Dt-s =n,, >o FHt_S(Y). If the C$, t =0 for all s, t, then we can 

define a new filtration 

Ht-s(Y)/De-s =J OHt-s(Y) J FIHt-s(Y) D ... D FsHt-, (Y) D ... 

with FsHt_s(Y) = FSHt_3(Y)/Dt-s for all s>0. Then we would still have 

,. ' E FsHt-s(Y)/Fs+'Ht-, (Y) FSHt-s(Y)/F's+'Ht-,, (Y) 

for all s, t but in addition nFsHt_3(Y) = 0. Thus, if the Cs, t vanish, we can say 

that the Adams spectral sequence converges to H*(Y)/D*. 

Theorem 4.1.8. If holims YS = 0, then the Adams spectral sequence converges to 

H*(Y). 

Proof. First note that limb Es, t = {D} for all s and t since E2't is finitely generated 

over K for each s and t. Hence, the Adams spectral sequence converges to Hk(Y) 

by Theorem 1.4.12.0 

4.2 Homology Localization and Local Homology 

In this section, we define localizations of chain complexes with respect to a homology 

theory and in particular we define the localization of chain complexes with respect 

to the homology theory lK, (-) = H* (-, K). Then we define local homology of chain 

complexes. 

A homology theory on the derived category D+(f9)(R) is a functor S* from 

D+(f9) (R) to the category of graded R-modules determined by the recipe 

L 
S*(Y) = H*(S®Y) 

R 

for some object S in D+(f9)(R). A chain complex Y is called S,, -acyclic if S, (Y) = 0. 

A morphism a: X --i Y is called an St-equivalence if a*: ., (X) = S*(Y). We 

define a chain complex Z to be S*-local if each St-equivalence a: X -> Y induces 

a bijection 

a* : Homv+(f9) (R) (Y, Z)* = HomD+(f9) (R) (X, Z)* 
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or equivalently if Homv+(f9)(R)(X) Z)* =0 for each S* acyclic chain complex X. An 

S*-localization of Y is an S* equivalence Y --f Ys with the property that Ys is 

S* local 

In [11], it was proved that the localization of a chain complex Y with respect 

to the homology theory K* is Yrk = RHomR(K, Y) where K is the chain complex 

constructed as follows. Let r1,..., rn be the generators of the maximal ideal m and 

consider the following chain complexes 

0-D R->-R[1/ri] >0, 

where R is in degree 0. Then 

K=®(0--) R->R[1/r2]--) 0). 
i 

Furthermore in [11], it was proved that K is isomorphic to a chain complex of free 

R-modules which is concentrated between dimensions (-n) and 0. 

Definition 4.2.1. Let M be an R-module. Then the local homology of M at m is 

denoted Hm(M) and defined by the formula 

Hn (M) = H,, (RHomR(K, M)) 

For the following definition see [11]. 

Definition 4.2.2. Let Y be an object of D(R). Then the derived local homology of 

Yat mis 

Hm(Y) = RHomR (K, Y) 

There is a third quadrant spectral sequence 

EZ" = (DExt' (HI, (K), Hq(Y)) H-t-s(Hm(ý')) 
p+q=t 

Now we give some elementary properties of K, -localizations whose proofs are 

straightforward. 

Lemma 4.2.3. If 

X >)T ->. Z >x[-1] 

is a distinguished triangle and any two of X, Y, Z are III*-local, then so is the third. 
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Lemma 4.2.4. A direct summand of a K*-local chain complex is K,, -local. 

Lemma 4.2.5. The product of a set of K,, -local chain complexes is Kk -local. 

Lemma 4.2.6. If 

XO X1 "*-- ]i 2 ... 

is a sequence of chain complexes such that Xo, X1, X2i... are K, -local, then the 

homotopy inverse limit of this sequence is K,, -local. 

Recall that it was proven in Section 3.4 that K[O] is a commutative monoid in 

D+(f9) (R) with product 

ý: K[O] 0 K[O] -ý K[O] 
and unit map 

77: R[O] --> TK[O]. 
L 

Let Y be a chain complex. Consider the chain complex Y ®K[0]. Note that we 
R 

have the following morphism 

LL 

OY : (Y (D K[o]) ®L K[o] NL Y ®(K[o] ®K[o]) 
id®'ý 

Y ®L K[o] RRRRR 

Then we can see that the following diagrams are commutative in D+(f9)(I? ). 

LLL idý¢ L 

Y®K[oJ®K[oJ®K[O] Y®K[oJ®K[O] 
Wr®id1 W'O' 

Y®K[O]®K[0 >Y®K[O] 

Y® K[0] ® R[0] ßY® K[O] ® I[ß[0] 
RRRR 

-I ¢YI Y®K[O] )Y®K[O] 
L 

Therefore, the chain complex Y® K[O] is a module over K[O] in D+(f9) (R). 

Now we give the following result which is needed later. 

Lemma 4.2.7. For any chain complex Y, the chain complex YL K[O] is K,, -local. R 
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Proof. Let X be a chain complex such that Hk(X ® K[O]) = 0, that is, X (9 K[0] ?'0. 
RR 

L 
Let a: X --} Y® K[0] be a morphism. Then the morphism a can be factored as 

R 

X ®K[o) a'd y ®K[o] ®K[O] 

id (977 id (90 

X ®R [0] =X">Y ®I[ß [0] 

L Therefore, a is trivial. Hence, Y® K[0] is K,, -local. R 0 

Definition 4.2.8. The K[0]-nilpotent chain complexes form the smallest class C of 

chain complexes in D+(f9) (R) such that: 

(i) K[O] E C, 

L 
(ii) If XEC and YE D+(f9) (R), then X ®Y E C, 

R 

(iii) If 

X =ýY->Z X[-1] 

is a distinguished triangle and two of X, Y, Z are in C, then so the third, 

(iv) If YEC and X is a direct summand of Y, then XEC. 

We filter the class C as follows. Let Co consist of all chain complexes Y 

I[ß[0] ®X for some chain complex X and given C, i_1 with n-1>0 let C, consist of 
ß- 

all chain complexes Y such that either Y is a direct summand of a member of Cii_1 

or there is a distinguished triangle 

X->Y >Z>-X[-1] 

with X, ZE Cn, 
_1. 

Now we use this filtration to prove the following result. 

Lemma 4.2.9. If Y is K[0}-nilpotent, then Y is K, -local. 

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction using the above filtration. Let YE Co. 
L 

Then Y= K[O] ®X for some chain complex X. So Y is K*-local by Lemma 4.2.7. 
R 

Assume that every 1[x[0]-nilpotent chain complex in Cn_1 is K*-local. We claim that 
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every K[O]-nilpotent chain complex in C� is K,, -local. Let YEC. Then Y is either 

a direct summand of a member of C, -_1i that is, a direct summand of K* local chain 

complex and thus Y is K* local by Lemma 4.2.4 or there is a distinguished triangle 

XYZ > X[-1] 

with X, Z K, t-local in Cn_1. Therefore, Y is K.,. -local by Lemma 4.2.3. Q 

Definition 4.2.10. A K[0]-nilpotent resolution of a chain complex Y is a tower 

{Ws}s>1 such that: 

(i) W, s is K[O]-nilpotent for each s>1. 

(ii) For each I[ß[0]-nilpotent chain complex N, the map 

colimHomD+(19)(R)(TV,, N)* -f HomD+(19)(R)(Y, N)* 
s 

is isomorphism. 

4.3 K[O]-Nilpotent Completion 

In this section, we define K[O]-nilpotent completion of a chain complex and show 

that the Adams spectral sequence for a chain complex Y converges strongly to the 

homology of the K[0]-nilpotent completion of Y. 

Note that there is no reason why holims Ys = 0. Following Bousfield [7], we 

define chain complexes Ys by the following distinguished triangles 

ys > yö > YS >KI-11. 

Now we construct a morphism Ys+l ) YS Using the octahedral axiom for the 

composite 

Ys+i ---) Ys -> Yo, 
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we obtain the following commutative diagram. 

Ys+i RS YS as LS ' Y, +a, [-1] 

idl 
II jid 

Ys+i YO - yss+l > Ys+i [-1] 

id 0 YSrYSýO 

Ys+i [-1] -ý Ys [-1] > L3 [-1] Ys+i [-2] 

in which each row and column is a distinguished triangle. In particular, the column 

Ls ) Ys+l ) YS , Ls[-1] 

is a distinguished triangle for each s>1. Also, we have the following commutative 
diagrams 

y 

10.1 idI 

_il 
II 

Ys > Yo Ys YS[-1] 

and 

LS Ys+l > Ys -- Ls [-1] 

L3 ys+i[-1] -ýYs[-1] > L3[Y-1] 

Moreover, we get the following commutative diagram 

y 
id 

y 
id 

y 
id 

yi < y2 < y3 < 

Therefore, we get the following tower 

Y1 [1} -< y2[1] , y3[1] 

III L1 LZ L3 

in which each triangle 

ys+ý Ys+l [1] ) Y'[1] -p Ls ) 
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is a distinguished triangle. Nov using the above tower, we can construct Adams 

spectral sequence as derived in the proof of Theorem 4.1.3. We note that the above 

structures are natural in Y. 

Nov let KAY be the homotopy inverse limit of the tower {Ys}. So there is a 

morphism Y -> K^Y. We call Y> KY the K[0]-nilpotent completion of Y. 

Since Y° = 0, we deduce the Adams spectral sequence now conditionally converges 

to H*(K^Y). Filter Ht_s(K^Y) by 

FsHe-s(K^Y) = Ker(Ht-s(K^Y) ) Ht-s(YS))" 

Also, note that ET+1 C Es, ' for r>s. Since liml, - Er't = {0} for all s and t, we 

have the main result of this section using Theorem 1.4.13. 

Theorem 4.3.1. The Adams spectral sequence converges strongly to H, t(K^Y). 

Lemma 4.3.2. Let Y be a chain complex. Then KAY is Kb-local. 

Proof. We show that KAY is I[ -local. It suffices to show that YS is K,, -local for 

each s using Lemma 4.2.6. We prove it by induction. For s=1, we have Y' = Lo 
L 

Yo 0 K[0]. But Y1 is K,, -local by Lemma 4.2.7. Assume that Ys is K, -local. We 

prove that Y'-I-1 is K,. -local. We have the following distinguished triangle 

Ls > ys+l >- ys > L5 [-11. 

But Ls = YS L K[O] is K*-local by Lemma 4.2.7 and Ys is K, -local by the assumption. 
R 

Hence, Ys+i is III-local by Lemma 4.2.3. Hence, KAY is K*-local. Q 

Therefore, there is a unique morphism, Q: YK -- p KAY such that the composite 

Y Yx >K^Y 

is Y )K^Y. 

Remark 4.3.3. We see that if H*(Y, ltd) °-> HH(IK^Y, K), then YK -ý KAY by the 

Derived Whitehead Theorem 3.2.5. 

Lemma 4.3.4. Let Y be a chain complex. Then the tower {Ys}s>i is a K[0]- 

nilpotent resolution of Y. 
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Proof. First we show that each Ys is K[O]-nilpotent by induction. When s=1, 
L 

y1 = Lo = Yo ® K[O] is I[ß[0]-nilpotent. Assume that Ys is I[ß[0]-nilpotent. Consider 
n 

the following distinguished triangle 

Ls-)Y'+'- )Ys----pLs[-1). 
L 

We see that Ys+i is a K[O]-nilpotent since L3 = Ys ® I[ß[0] and Ys are K[O]-nilpotent. 
R 

Therefore, Ys is a K[0]-nilpotent chain complex for each s>1 and hence (i) is 

satisfied. Next we show (ii) holds. We have the following distinguished triangle 

Ys >Y _Ys >YS[-1] 

for each s>1. Let N be a I[ß[0]-nilpotent chain complex. Then by Remark 2.3.6, 

we have the following long exact sequence 

""" -> colimHomD+(1g)(R)(Ys, N)tt_1 -) colimHomv+(f9)(R)(Ys, N)n 

- HomD+(f9) (R) (Y, N)7z -> colim Homv+(f9) (R) (Ys, N)n -+ 

Note that 

colimHomD+(,, )(R)(Y, 
N)n = HomD+(f 

)(R)(Y, 
N)n. 

s 

It suffices to show that colims HomD+(fg) (R) (YS, N)* = 0. We prove this by induction 

using the filtration of the class C of K[0]-nilpotent chain complexes. If NE Co, then 
L N= K[0] ®X for some chain complex X. So 
R 

HomD+(r9)(R) (Y,, I[ß[0] ® X)� --b HomD+(r9) (R) (Ys+i, K[0] 0X )n 

L 
is trivial map for each n since any morphism cp : Ys ---> K[0] ®X factors through 

R 

L3. Assume that Homv+(f9) (R) (Ys, N), i* --f Homv 
(f9)(R) 

(Ys+1, N)n is zero for each 

NEC, i_1. Now let AEC,, such that W ^' A® B where WE Cn_1. Since A is a 

direct summand of W, id: A -f A factors through W. Therefore, any morphism 

HomD+(f9)(R)(Ys, A),, --* Homv+(f9)(R)(Ys+i, A), 

factors through IV and so it is trivial since 

Homv+(f9)(R)(YS, W'W)n --) HomD+(f9)(R)(Ys+i, l'V)n 
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is trivial by the assumption. While if there is a distinguished triangle 

X- v 
-3--N--Z > X[-1J 

with X, ZE Cn_1. Then we have the following commutative diagram 

colim3 HomD+(f9)(R)(Ys)X)n - Homp+(f 
)(R)(Y)X 

)n 

colims HomD+(r9) (R) (Ys, N), ti HomD+(f9) (R) (Y, N) � 

colims HomD+(f 
)(R)(YS, 

Z)n HomD+(f, 
)(R)(Y)Z)n 

in which each column is exact. Using Five Lemma, we deduce that 

colim Homv+(f9) (R) (Ys, N)n = HomD+(f9) (R) (Y, N)n,. 
S 

for each n. Hence, the tower {Y'}3>1 is a K[O]-nilpotent resolution of Y. 0 

Nov we recall the definition of a pro-category and some related results needed 

later. Let C be a category. A pro-object (tower) in C is a sequence of objects Xi EC 

for i>0 together with maps Xi+1 -) X2 for i>0. We can think of a pro-object 

X= {X=}=Ez+ as an inverse system of objects of C. Pro-objects of C form a category 

Tower-C where 

Hom(X, Y) = lim(colim Hom(X2, Y? )). 
i 

There is a canonical functor 

C-> Tower-C 

taking the object Y to the constant tower {Y}. In this way C becomes a full 

subcategory of Tower-C. 

The following lemma is proved in [2, App. 3.2] 
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Lemma 4.3.5. Let X and Y be pro-objects in C. Then a morphism f: X -> Y 

can be represented up to isomorphism by an inverse system of maps {ft: Xi -+ Y}. 

This representation is called level representation. 

Remark 4.3.6. A pro-isomorphism f: X-)Y between two pro-objects X, Y 

amounts to the following: for each s there exists at>s and a morphism his :Y -> 
Xs such that the following diagram 

Xt -Yt 

1/1 X. D. 

is commutative. In effect, the maps ht8 represent the inverse of f. See [17, Lemma 

3.2]. 

Therefore, it follows that if {Xj(2)} is a cofinal subtower of {Xt}, then {Xj(j)} 

{X2} in Tower-C. 

Definition 4.3.7. A morphism f: {X3} -* {Y3} in Tower-D+(f9) (R) is called a q- 

isomorphism if the induced morphism f*: {HjX8} -* {HZYY} is a pro-isomorphism 

in Tower-R-mod for each i, where R-mod is the category of R-modules. 

The following lemmas are analogous to [7, Lemma 5.10, Lemma 5.11, Proposition 

5.8]. 

Lemma 4.3.8. If {Ws} is a I[ß[0]-nilpotent resolution of the chain complex Y in 

D+(f9)(R), then there exists a unique pro-isomorphism e: {Ys} -f {W3} in Tower- 

D+(fg)(R) such that 

{Y} {Y} 

{Ys} e> {WS} 

commutes. 

Lemma 4.3.9. Let f: {XS} -v {YS} be a q-isomorphism in Tower-D+(f9)(R). If 

Xoo, Y,, E D+(19)(R) are homotopy limits of {X5}, {Y5} respectively, then there 
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exists an isomorphism u: X,,,, = Y,,. such that 

{X-} {u) {Y. } 

1 {XS} fD {Y3} 

commutes in Tower-D+(19)(R). 

Lemma 4.3.10. Let Y be in D+(f9)(R). Let {Xs} be a I[ß[0]-nilpotent resolution of 

Y with homotopy limit X,,. Then X,, = III^Y. 

4.4 Convergence 

In this section, we study the convergence of the Adams spectral sequence. We are 

still assuming R is a commutative noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m and 

residue field K. 

We start by recalling some important results needed to prove the main theorem 

of this section. 

It is known that m= ml D m2 D m3 D""". If N is an R-module, then ND 

mN D m2N For each i<j, there is a natural R-linear map e? : N/m! N -* 
N/m'N. The family of quotient modules N/miN and maps c for i<j is an inverse 

system indexed by the positive integers. Recall the m-adic completion of N, denoted 

Ar, is lime N/m2N. 

Let Ln denote the nth left derived functor of the m-adic completion. Then we 

have the following result which is proved in [14, Proposition 1.1]. 

Theorem 4.4.1. There are short exact sequences 

0 --j lime Tor +1(R/ms, N) -f Ln (N) -3 1 sm Torn (R/ms, N) )0. 

The following result is important and is proved in [14, Proposition 1.5]. 

Theorem 4.4.2. If N is a finitely generated R-module, then 

(iý Lö (N) = 1V . 

(ii) The tower {Torn (R/ms, N)} is pro-zero, that is, Lm(N) =0 for n>0. 
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In Theorem 4.4.2, if N= R/m, then we have the following result. 

Corollary 4.4.3. 

Lo (R/m) R/m, 

and for n>0, 

lim Torn (R/ms, R/m) = 0. 
s 

Moreover, for n>0, 

colim Ext' (R/ms, R/m) = 0. 

We end this review by giving the following important theorem. 

Theorem 4.4.4. Let F be an inverse system of R-modules for which lims F=0 

if s>0. If N is an R-module which admits a resolution by finitely generated free 

modules, then there is a second quadrant spectral sequence 

E2 t =1im("s) TorR(N, F) = TorR t(N, lim F). 

Now consider the chain complex R[0]. We have the following tower, called m 

adic tower in [4], 

) R/m3[0] --) . 
R/m2[0] -' R/m[0]. 

induced by the tower 

R/m3 -- R/m2 -+ R/m. 

Lemma 4.4.5. Let 

14 f3 f2 fl 
-X3 -x2->X1->-X0 

be a tower of chain complexes in Ch(R) such that lime XZ = 0. If we consider the 

image of this tower in D(R), then lim X2 = holim X=. 

Proof. First note that we have the following short exact sequence 

0. 0-ýlimXi ) jlXi id-f j_jxi 
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Since every short exact sequence in Ch(R) gives rise to a distinguished triangle in 

D(R), we have the following distinguished triangle 

lim Xi X= i-f 11 Xi ->- lim Xi [-1] 
. 

Nov consider the image of this tower in D(R). Then we have the following distin- 

guished triangle 

holim Xi > ji Xi 'a - 11 Xi holim Xi [-1]. 

Note that we have the following commutative diagram in D(R). 

lim Xi - 'a -f fl X2 > rj Xi D lim Xi [-1] 

0 id1 id1 o[-1]1 

holim 
y 

Xi rj Xi is T -} rj Xi holim Xi [- 1] 

where the morphism 0 exists since the middle square commutes. 0 is an isomorphism 

by the Five Lemma. 0 

The first substantial result of this section is the following. 

Lemma 4.4.6. The tower {R/ms[O]}s>i is a I[ß[0]-nilpotent resolution of the chain 

complex R[0]. 

Proof. We verify (i) and (ii) of Definition 4.2.10. First we verify (i) using induc- 

tion. R/m[0] is K[0]-nilpotent. Assume that R/ms[0] is K[0]-nilpotent. We claim 

R/ms}1[0] is K[0]-nilpotent. We have the following distinguished triangle 

msýms+iýý]ýms+iýý] R/ms[O] ) ms/ms+i[-1]. 

But ms/ms+l [0] is a K-module by Lemma 3.1.10. So ms/ms+l [0] = ®R[0] 
®K[0]. 

Hence, it is K[0]-nilpotent. Therefore, R/ms+l [0] is K[0]-nilpotent. 

Next we verify (ii). That is, for each K[O]-nilpotent chain complex N, we show 

that for each n, 

colimHomv+(f9)(R)(R/ms[0], N),, --> Homv+(f, 
)(R)(f[0], 

N),, 
8 
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First if N= K[O], then using Corollary 4.4.3, 

IK n=0, 
colim Homv+(19)(R) (R/ms [0], N), a = 

0n0. 

But 

IIII n=0, Homv+(f9)(R)(R[O], N)n = 
10 n 0. 

Hence, (ii) holds for K[0]. Assume inductively that for each n, 

colimHomD+(r9) (R)(RIms[0], ®molýýý))ý HomD+(r9)(R)(R[0], ®mo'K[O))n 

We show (ii) holds for ®=n 0K[O]. Note that we have the following commutative 

diagram 

colims HomD+cr(R)(R/ms[0], K[0])n 3 Homy+u9)(R)(R[0], K[0])n 

colims HomD+cý9>(R)(Rims[0], ®2"0K[0])n 3 HomV+(f9) (R) ([0], ® oK[0])n 

colim3 Homv+(f�)(R) (R/ms [0], ®m o'K[0])n 
25 > HomD+(s9)(ß) (R[O], ®m o1K[0])n 

11 
in which each column is exact. Using the Five Lemma, we deduce that for each n, 

s 
`0K[O])n. colim Hom7)+(r9)(R)(Rims[O], ®m 0K[O])n = HomD+(r9)(R)(R[0], ®" 

L 
Now let NE Co. Then N=X ®K[0] for some XE D+(f9)(R). Let P -) X be 

R 
L 

a minimal projective resolution. Then N=P ®]K[0] with 0 differential such that 
R 

the degree i part is a finitely generated III-vector space. We use induction to show 

that for each n, 

colim HomD+(f (R) (R/ms [0], N), i* ̂ ' HomV+(f (R) (R[O], N), a. s 
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It is clear that for each n, 

colimHomp (f)(R)(R/m8[O], ®IIý[-m])n "' Homv 
(f9)(R)(R[0], eK[-m])�. 

s 

Assume inductively that for each n, 

colimHomD+(f (R)(R/ms[0] N["`-11)n Homv+(f 
s , )(R)(R[O] 

N1m-i])n. 

Then we have the following commutative diagram 

colims HomD+(f9)(R)(R/ms[0], N[m-'1)� HomD+(f9)(R)(R[0], N[m-1l )n 

colims HomD+(f9) (R) (R/ms [0], N[" )n --> HomV+(r9) (R) (R[0], N(m] )n 

colims Homy+(r9)(R)(R/ms[O], ®K[-nil)� > Homv+(f9>(R)ýR[Q], ®IEý[-m])n 

in which each column is exact. Using the Five Lemma, we deduce that 

colim HomV 
(f)(R)(R/ms[0], 

N[ 1)n, = HomD+(19)(ß)(R[0], N[ml),,. 
s 

Hence, for each n, 

colim Homv 
(f)(R)(R/ms[0], 

N),, HomD+(f9 
S )(R)(R[0], 

N),,. 

Assume inductively that for each n, 

colimHomD+(f 
S 9)(R)(R/ms[0], 

N),, = Homy 
(f9)(R)(R[0], 

N),,. 

for each NE C1_1. 

Now let NE Ci. Suppose first that IV =N®B where WE Cz_1. In this case, 

e: IT, -> TV is idempotent where 

c: W )N )W. 
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Then using Proposition 2.2.25, 

Nhocolim(W-+W -+W -e ... ). 

Therefore, we have the following commutative diagram 

colims HomD+(f9)(R)(R/ms[0], W)n Homv+(f9)(R)(R[0], W)n 

e. e* 
T 

colim3 HomV+(f9)(R)(R/ms[0], W)n - HomD+(r9)(R)(R[0], W)n 

c, 
1 

e�1 

colims HomD+(f9)(R)(R/ms[0], 1'V)n HomD+(f9)(R)(R[0], W)n 

e* 
1 

e. 
1 

in which e* is idempotent. It follows that the colimits of the two sequences are the 

same, that is, for each n, 

colim HomD+(f9 
s) 

(R) (R/ms [0], N),, Homy 
(f9) (R) (R[0], N)n. 

Otherwise there is a distinguished triangle 

X-*N-* Y-f x[-1] 

with X and Y are in Ci_1. In this case, we have the following diagram 

colims HomD+(f9)(n)(R/ms[O], X)n - Homv 
(f9ý(R)(R[O], 

X)n 

colims Homv+(f9) (R)(R/ms[0], N)n - HomD+(f9)(n)(R[O], N)n 

colims Homv+(19)(R) (R/ms [0], Y)n =} Homv 
(f9ý(R) 

(R[0]' Y),, 

in which each column is exact. Using the Five Lemma, we deduce that for each n, 

colimHomD+(f)(R)(R/ms[0], N),, = Homv 
(f, )(R)(R[O], 

N)n. 
S 

Hence, (ii) is satisfied. Q 
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Since the m-adic tower {R/ms[0J} is K[0]-nilpotent resolution of R[0], then using 
Lemma 4.3.8, we have the following result. 

Proposition 4.4.7. There exists a unique pro-isomorphism {R[O]s} --f {R/ms[0]} 

in Tower-D+(f9) (R) such that 

{R[0]} Id D {R[0]} 

{R [0]s} > t' [O]} 

commutes. 

Using Lemma 4.3.10, we have the following important result. 

Theorem 4.4.8. The m-adic tower {R/ms[O]} has homotopy limit 

holim R/ms[0] K^R[0]. 
5 

Nov we give the main theorem of this section. 

Theorem 4.4.9. The natural map R[0] ---3 KIR[O] induces an isomorphism 

H*(R[O], TK) H*(K"R[O], 1K) 

and therefore 

RHomR(K, R[0]) = ltd^R[0]. 

Proof. It suffices to show that 

H, t(R[0], III) -* H*(holim R/ms[0], K) 
s 

is an isomorphism. Using Theorem 4.4.4, we see that the spectral sequence collapses 

to give 
lim Tor,, (R/ms[0], K[0]) TorR(1im R/m3[0], K[O]) 
Ss 

Tornn (holim R/ms[O], I[ß[0]). 

Using Corollary 4.4.3, we have that 

K n=0 1imTorn (R/ms[0], K[0]) _ s0n0. 
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Hence, 

H=(R[0], K) -f Hi (holim R/ms[0], K) 

is an isomorphism for each i. Therefore, 

H*(R[O}, K) H*(KAR[O], K) 

Using Remark 4.3.3, we have that 

RHomR(K, R[0]) = K^R[0]. Q 

We can generalize the previous results for the chain complex ®2 0R[0]. 

Lemma 4.4.10. The tower {®j oR/m8[O]}s>1 is a K[O]-nilpotent resolution of the 

chain complex ®i 0R[O]. 

Proof. It is the same proof as the proof of Lemma 4.4.6. Q 

Then we have the following result. 

Proposition 4.4.11. There exists a unique pro-isomorphism 

{® 0R[O]s} -p {® oR/ms[0]} 

in Tower-D+(f9)(R) such that 

{®2 0R[0]}id{®i 0R[0]} 

0R[0]s} - {E oR/ms[O]} {® Z= Z= 

commutes. 

Theorem 4.4.12. The tower {®Z oR/ms[O]} has homotopy limit 

holim ®i oR/ms [0] = K" ®Z o R[0]. 

Theorem 4.4.13. The natural map ® 0R[O] K^ ®= o R[0] induces an isomor- 

phism 

H*((D j 0R[0], K) = H*(KA (D= o R[O], K) 

and therefore 

RHomR(K, (D 0R[O]) = K" ®o R[O]. l= i= 
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Proof. It is the same proof as the proof of Theorem 4.4.9. Q 

Nov let Y be a bounded chain complex consisting of finitely generated free R- 

modules in each degree. Then we can generalize Theorem 4.4.13 by induction on 

the skeletons of Y as follows. 

First we prove an analogous result to Lemma 4.4.10. In the following Lemma, 

there is an exception to our convention. That is, Yi means the degree i part of the 

chain complex Y. 

Lemma 4.4.14. The tower {Y OR R/ms [0]}s>i is a I[ß[0]-nilpotent resolution of the 

chain complex Y. 

Proof. We prove this lemma by induction on s. When s=1, we see that the chain 

complex Y ®R R/m[0] is I[ß[0]-nilpotent. Assume inductively that Y OR R/ms[0] is 

K[0]-nilpotent. We show that Y ®R R/ms+1 [0] is I[ß[0]-nilpotent. Nov we induct 

on the skeletons of Y. We can show that Y[°] OR R/ms+l[0] is IK[0]-nilpotent by 

induction. as in the proof of Lemma 4.4.6. Assume that Y[: ] OR R/m+l[0] is K[0]- 

nilpotent. We show that Y[ '] ®RR/ms+l [0] is K[0]-nilpotent. We have the following 

distinguished triangle 

y[=] ®R R/ms+i [0] --' y[i+iI OR R/ms+i [0] Y+i [-i - 11 OR R/ms+i [0] 

-3 Y[i] [-1] OR R/ms+i [0]. 

Therefore, Y[i+1] OR R/ms+l[0] is K[0]-nilpotent. Hence, Y OR R/ms+l[0] is K[0]- 

nilpotent. 

Next we show that 

colimHomD+(r9)(R)(Y ®R R/ms[O], N), F --f HomD+(f 
)(R)(Y 

N)* 
3 

is an isomorphism for each K[0]-nilpotent chain complex N. We induct on the 

skeletons of Y. First note that 

colimHomD+(f. )(R)(Y'°' OR R/ms[0], N)* -> HomD+(f, 
) (R) (Y 101, N)* 

s 

is an isomorphism by Lemma 4.4.10. Assume inductively that 

colim HomD+(f9)(R)(Ylti ®R R/ms[0], N). k -)Homv+ 5 (i9)(R)(Yl1l, 
N) 

0 
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is an isomorphism. We show that 

colimHomV+(f9)(R)(yli+i] ®R R/ms[0), N), t --k HomD+(f9)(R)(yti+11, N)* 
s 

is an isomorphism. We have the following commutative diagram 

colims HomD+(f9)(n)(Y+1[-i - 1] OR R/ms[0], N)� HomD+(f9)(R)(Y+1[-i - 1], N)n 

colims HomD+(f9)(R)(Yli+l] OR R/ms[0], N) n HomD+(f9)(R)(Y1 ], N)n 

colims HomD+(s9)(R)(Y(il OR R/ms[O], N)n Homv+(f9)(R)(Y[il, N)n 

11 
in which each column is exact. Using the Five Lemma, we deduce that for each n, 

colim HomD+(t9)(R)(Y['+i] OR R/ms[0], N),, ^' HomD+(f9)(R)(Y['+i], N),,. 
s 

Therefore, 

colim Homv 
(f. (R) (Y OR R/ms [0], N)* '= Homv+(f9) (R) (Y, N)*. 

Hence, {Y OR R/ms[0]}s>1 is ]K[0]-nilpotent resolution for Y. Q 

Then the following result is similar to Proposition 4.4.11. 

Proposition 4.4.15. There exists a unique pro-isomorphism 

{YS} -ý {Y OR R/ms[0J} 

in Tower-D+(f9)(R) such that 

{Y} id - {Y} 

{Ys} - {Y OR R/ms[0]} 

commutes. 
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Also, the following result is similar to Theorem 4.4.12 . 

Theorem 4.4.16. The tower {Y OR R/ms[0]} has homotopy limit 

holimY OR R/ms[0] = K^Y. 
s 

Now we give our main result of this chapter. Note that in the following Theorem, 

there is an exception to our convention. That is, Y means the degree i part of the 

chain complex Y. 

Theorem 4.4.17. The natural map Y -> KAY induces an isomorphism 

H*() K) H,, (KY, K) 

and therefore 

RHomR(K, Y) KAY 

Proof. We induct on the skeletons of Y. By Theorem 4.4.13, we have that 

H*(Yl°1, K) = H*(K^Y[°', IK). 

Assume inductively that 

H*(y[tl, K) ý-- H*(K"Y 1, K). 

We claim that 

H*(Y[t+11, K), --- H*(K'Y[ 4I, K) 

The following degreewise short exact sequence of inverse systems of chain complexes 

0 -3 {Y[21 OR R/ms[0]} {Y[i+1] OR R/m3[0]} _' 

{Y+1 [-i - 1] OR R/ms [0]} -* 0 

gives rise to the following short exact sequence of chain complexes 

0 1im YFiI OR R/ms [0] --> lim Yli+ll ®R R/ms [0] 
ss 

lim Y+1 [-i - 1] OR R/ms [0] --> 0. 
s 
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since 

1im1{} lul OR R/ms[O]} = 0. 
s 

Note that in D+(f9) (R), we have the following commutative diagram 

Y[=1 limn Y[i] OR R/ms[0] 
I 

Y[i+il " limn Y[i+l1 OR R/ms [0] 

Y+1 [-i - 1] -, limn Y+1 [-i - 1] OR R/ms [0] 

Y[tl [-1] limn Y [=1 ®R R/ms [0] [-1] 

in which each column is a distinguished triangle. Then we have the following com- 

mutative diagram 

HT, (Y[2I , K) H,, (1ims Y[i] ®R R/ms[0], K) 
I 

Hn(Y[t+'], K) Hn(lims Y[; +i) (OR R/ms[0], K) 

Hn (Y+i [-i - 1], K) - H,, (lims Y+1 [-i - 1] OR R/ms [0], K) 

in which each column is a long exact sequence. Using the Five Lemma, we see that 

H, ý (y(=+ý1, I[ý) -) H, a (lim Y[i+11 ®R R/ms [01 
, K) 

s 

is an isomorphism for each n. But 

Hn (l Srn Y[`+1l (Dß R/ms [0], K) -Hn (holim Y[i+11® Rims [0], K). 

is an isomorphism for each n by Lemma 4.4.5. Therefore, 

H* (y[: +'] 
, K) r., H* (KAY[t+i], K) 

Hence, 

RHomR(K, Y) = K'Y. Q 
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4.5 Examples 

In this section, we present some examples. 

Example 4.5.1. Let F be an arbitrary field. Let R= F[X}(x) be the localization 

of the polynomial algebra F[X} at the maximal ideal (X). Note that R is a local 

noetherian ring with maximal ideal m= (X)R and residue field K F. By Propo- 

sition 3.1.9, we have that A* = EF(e) where lei = 1. Consider the chain complex 

R[0]. We have that H*(R[O}, F) = F. We can deduce that the following sequence 

d"+1 
unA* 

do d2 
2l. /ý* 

dl 
, A* 

is an , 
A*-free minimal resolution of F, where uTA* is the free 

. 
A*-module on one 

generator u" of degree n with dn(u"`) = un-ie. Therefore, 

s, t 
Fs=t, 

EZ =Ext"e (F, F) 
0 it. 

Note that we have the following commutative diagram 

p -< F ý-- . A* E 
dl 

u. A* d2 
u2A* F 

/ idI idý 

p F[-1]ß`//E[=1] A*[-1] El[-11 
uA*[-1] 4 

E[-I]I F[-2] 

where EE HomA. (uA*, F[-1]). We can see that 

0 E2 = E[-1] id E Hom, °4* (u2. A*, 

4. (u" A*, F[-n]). The spectral sequence Similarly, we can deduce that 0 E" E Homo 

collapses and thus 

F s=t, 

0 sit. 

Now we show that E in ExtA; (F, F) detects the map X: R -> R. Note that the 

following sequence 

R[0] X} R[0] -cone(X) , R[-1] 
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is a distinguished triangle. We can deduce that 

H=(cone(X), F) 
F i=0,1, 

0 otherwise. 

Therefore, we have the following extension 

0-H*(R[-1], F) H*(cone(X), F) - H*(R[0], F) 0. 

Thus, this sequence identifies the only possible extension that corresponds to c. 

Hence, Ho(F"R[O]) =' F[[X]]. 

Now let R= F[X1, X2](x,, x2). Then A* = EF(el, e2) where lell _ 1e21 =1 by 

Proposition 3.1.9. Note that 

A* N EF(el) OF EF(e2)- 

Using Theorem 1.2.10, we have that 

E2, ̀ = Ext... (F, F) 

ExtEFýe1)(F, F) ®F ExtEF(e2)(F, F). 

where sl + s2 =s and tl + t2 = t. Therefore, we can deduce that Ho(F^R[0]) =' 

F[[X1, X2]]- 
Inductively, we can show that if R= F[X1.... , Xn](X,,..., x ), then Ho(F^R[0]) 

F[[X1,... 
, 
Xn)) 

Example 4.5.2. Let R= F[X]/(X2) where F is a field. First note that R is a 

noetherian local ring with maximal ideal m= (X)/(X2) and residue field K F. 

We calculate A*. We construct an R-free minimal resolution of F 

.. 
d2_Pl d1 Po E -FAO. 

Let Po = R with c (X) = 0. Then -Ker(c) _ (X). Let Pl =R with dl (1) = X. Then 

Ker(dl) = (X). Let P2 =R with d2(1) = X. Continuing this way, we deduce that 

the following 

xRRxR 
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is a minimal R-free resolution of F. For each n>0, 

, A* =' Ext' (F[0], F[0]) =' F. 

Nov we determine the ring structure of A*. Let a be the augmentation in HomR(Pl, F). 

Note that we have the following commutative diagram 

0-F Fa pow pl EX p2 E 
id1 id1 

0<F p0 EX P1 E 
a1 

F 

Then 0 a2 = aid E HomR (P2, F). It is clear that 0 a" E Homn(P, i, F). Hence, 

, 
A* '" F[a], jal = 1. 

Consider the chain complex R[0]. We have that H*(R[0], F) F. Note that the 

following sequence 

0-ýuA* a 
ý, A*-}F--- 0 

is an A*-free minimal resolution of F, where uA* is the free A*-module on one 

generator u of degree one with ä(u) = a. Therefore, 

F 

E2't =F 

0 

s=t=0, 

s=t=1, 

otherwise. 

We see that the spectral sequence collapses and thus 

F s=t=O, 

E=F s=t=1, 

0 otherwise. 

Let bE HomÄ. (uA*, F). We can show that b detects the map X: R -i R as proved 

in Example 4.5.1. Hence, Ho(F^R[0]) '" R. 

Now assume that R= F[Xl, X2]/(Xl, X2). Note that 

R ^' F[, YI]/(Xi) OF F[X2]/(X2)" 
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Since 

ExtFEXI 1/(x) (F, F) OF ExtF[x ]l (X2) (F, F) ý ExtR (F, F) 

is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.2.10, we can deduce that 

A*-F[ai, a2J, jail=1a21=1. 

Since A* = F[al] OF F[a2] and 

ExtF(aý] (F, F) ®F ExtF[ä21(F, F) -ý ExtÄ±s2, tl+t2 (F, F) 

is an isomorphism by Theorem 1.2.10, we can deduce that Ho(FAR[0]) R. 

Using induction, if R= F[Xi, ... , X,, ]/(Xl, 
... , Xn), then 

4* - F[aiý 
... , an], Tail = ... = Ia,, l = 1. 

and Ho(F^R[0]) =' R. 

Example 4.5.3. Let R= Z/(p)[X]/XP'. First note that R is a noetherian local 

ring with maximal ideal m= (X)/(XP') and residue field K ^= Z/(p). We calculate 

A*. We construct an R-free minimal resolution of Z/(p) 

d3 p2 d2 pl dl Pp E 7-/ (p) > 0. 

Let Po =R with c(X) = 0. Then Kere = (X). Let Pl =R with d1(1) = X. 

Then Kerdl = (XP'-1). Let P2 =R with d2(1) = XP'-1. Then Kerd2 = (X). Let 

P3 =R with d3(1) = (X). Then Kerd3 = (XP'-'). Let P4 =R with d4(1) = Xpi-1. 

Continuing this way, we deduce that for each n>0, 

, 
An = Extn (Z/ (p) [0], Z/ (p) [O]) - ZI (p) 

" 

Nov we determine the ring structure of A*. Let a be the augmentation in HomR(Pl, Z/(P)) 

and b the augmentation in HomR(P2i Z/(p)). We show that a2 = 0. We have the 

following commutative diagram 

0< Z/(p)-Po-Pi <X Pam ... 
lid 

-2 

0 Z/(p){ a Po{ X p1ý.. 

ja Z/(p) 
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Hence, a2 = aXpi-2 = 0. We show that b" 0. We have the following commutative 

diagram 

0<Z pow ply p2 < p3 X< p p4 < 
/ 

lid 
id 

i-1 

id 

0ý Z/(p)ýPo <X Pi X< P2-'ý ... 

lb ZAP) 

Thus, 0; b2 = bid E HomR(P4iZ/(p)). Similarly, we can show that b" = 0. We 

show that 0 54 ba and ab = ba. We have the following commutative diagram 

0ýZ/(p)- PoF PiloP2< X ps{ 
lid lXv_2 lid 

0 Z/(p) -a ý70 (X ýl 
X< P P2 < 

ib 

7-1(p) 

Hence, 0 ba = bid E HomR(P3i Z/(p)). Also, we have the following commutative 

diagram 

0< Z/(p)E Pow-Pi < P2< X P34 ... lid lid 

0 Z/(p)) L PofX Pig... 
Ta 

ZAP) 

Hence, 0 ab = aid E HomR(P3) Z/(p)). Moreover, ab = ba. Also, we can show 

that 0 ab" E HomR(P2n+1, R). Therefore, we deduce that 

, 
A* = Z/(p)[a, b]/a2 lal = 1, IbI = 2. 

Consider the chain complex R[0]. We have H*(R[0], Z/(p)) = Z/(p). We construct 

a A*-free minimal resolution of Z/(p) 

2i0 p d2>P d'-P->Z/(p) 
>0. 

Let Po = A* with do(a) = do(b) = 0. Then Kerdo = (a, b). Let Pl = uA* ® vA* 

where uA* is the free A*-module on a generator u of degree one and vA* is the free 
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A*-module on a generator v of degree two with d1(u) =a and d1(v) = b. We can 
deduce that Ker dl = (au, -av + bu). Let P2 = u2A* ® uvA* where u2A* is the 

free A*-module on a generator u2 of degree two and uvA* is the free A*-module on 

a generator uv of degree three with d2(u2) = au and d2(uv) = -av + bu. We can 
deduce that Ker d2 = (au2, -auv + bu2). Let P3 = u3A* ®u2vA* where u3A* is the 

free, A*-module on a generator u3 of degree three and u2vA* is the free A*-module 

on a generator u2v of degree four with d3(u3) = au2 and d3(u2v) = -auv + bu 2. 

We can deduce that Kerd3 = (aua, -au2v + bu3). Let P4 = u4A* ® u3vA* with 

d4(u4) = aua and d4(u3v) = -au2v + bu3. Continuing this way, we can deduce that 

the following sequence 

d2 di 
... 

do+} 
unA* ® un-1vA* ý ... 

d3 
> U2 A* ® uvA* 2 uA* ® VA* ý A* 

is a minimal A*-free resolution of Z/(p). Therefore, 

Z/(p) S=t, 
E2 = Z/(p) t-s=1, s>0, 

0 otherwise. 

Note that we have the following commutative diagram 

0 Z/(p)-A* uA*®vA* 
d2 

u2A*®uvA* ... 
(id, 0) (id, id) 

1 

0E /(p)[-l] di dl A*[-1] 11 
uA*[-1] ® vA*[-1] 

a[-I] 
I 

Z/(p) [-2] 

where a= (do, 0) E HomÄ* (PI, Z/ (p) [-1]). We see th at 0 a2 E HomÄ. (P2i Z/(p)[-2]). 

Similarly, we can show that 0 a" E HomÄ. (Pn, Z/(p)[-n]). Let ß= (0, do) E 

HomÄ. (PI, Z/ (p) [-2]). Then we can show that ß2 = 0. Also, note that we have the 

following commutative diagram 

/ (p) d2 

(id, 0)1 (id, id) 
1 

-1 
0 Z/(p)[-1] 

d- 
A*[-1] <dl[-1l uA*[-1] ® vA*[-1] < ... 

Z/(p) [-3] 
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Hence, 0; Qa E HomÄ. (P2i Z/(p) [-3]). Similarly, we can show that 0; fl , n-2 E 

HomÄ, (P�_1,7L/(p) [-n]). We can show that a detects the map X: RR. There- 

fore, for r< pi - 1, d, must be zero and df 1 is an isomorphism for each s>0. 

Hence, Ho(7L/(p)^R[0]) = R. 
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